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PEEFAOE.

ar ouo

M.A.,

Beginners, for whom this book is intended, are recom-

mended to work according to the rules printed in italics, and

to omit, on a first reading, the articles in small type. Those

who desire only a practical acquaintance with the methods

of working may also omit Chapters X and XXI.

The author will feel obliged to teachers for any suggestions

they may have to communicate.

Septemhrr, 1875.
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mTROVUCTION,

% Thk operations of addition and subtraction, which in

Arithmetic are slated in words, are denoted in Algebl!is. b^
the signs + and —, respectively.

fhiis, add together 12, 6, ancf 6, is expressed 12 + 5 + 6;
from 15 take 9, is expressed 15 — 9 ; add together 3, i, 6^^ anik

from the sum take i and S\, is expressed S+i+Sj—i-^-Sl;
and So on.

2. The sign + is called the jdus si^^, and the sign - th^
mkitti sign.

Xhns, 24+2-15, is read 24 p^us 2 mtnu« 15.

EXBBOIBB I.

Employ plu8 and minus signs to express the following

operations in Algebraical language :^-

(1.) Add together 66, 10 and 16 ; 10, 12 and | ; 2, i and f

;

iii^» !*» and i.

(2.) From 29 take 15: &om2^take li; fh>m2'5tidEe l*a

(3.) IVom the snm of 11, 85 and 6, take 17; horn the sum
of 81 and 75 take 69 and 42.
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(4.) To the diflference between 16 and 7 add the sum of

8 and 9.

(5.) To the diiFerence between 28 and 16 add the difference

between 10 and 4.

3. The signs + and — are also nsed to denote that the

quantities before which they are written are, respectively,

to he added to and subtracted from some quantity not neces-

sarily expressed.

Thus, +4 denotes a number 4 to he added to some number;
—5 denotes a number 5 to he subtractedfrom some number.

4. Quantities to be added are called positive quantities,

and quantities to be subtracted negative quantities.

Thus, +2, +7, +i, are positive quantities; and —3, --l,

—I, are negative quantities.

5. As an illustration of positive and negative quantities,

WG may take the following examples :

—

^'i.) A man has a certain amount of cash in hand ; he owes
$ltO to one man, and $280 to another ; and there are owing
to him the several sums of $100, $210, and $120. Now, in

ordor to determine what the man is worth, these several

Bumi) are to be considered in connection with the cash in

hand; $150 and $280 are evidently to he subtracted^ and $100,

$210, and $120, to he added. The former, therefore, may be
denoted by -150, -280, and the latter by +100, +210,
+ 120. In other words, in the process of finding out how a
man's business stands, the sign + may be used to denoto his

assets, and the sign — his liabilities.

(ii.) The mercury in a thermometer rises and falls in con-

sequence of changes in the temperature, and the amounts of

these variations are expressed in degrees. In order to deter-

mine the reading of the thermometer, some of these variations

must be added to, and others subtracted from, the reading

beforo the variations took place. Suppose, for example, that

during the day there take place a rise of 5°, a fall of 7°, a

It

I
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rise of 12°, and a faU of 8° ; 6° and 12° are to be added to,
and T and 8° subtracted from, the reading of the morning.
The former, therefore, may be denoted by +6°, +12°, and
the latter by -7°, -8°. If the degrees are measured from a
zero point, distances above may therefore be denoted by +,
and distances below by -. Thus +20° means 20° above
zero, and —5° means 5° below zero.

6. In like manner the signs + and - may generally be
employed to denote the two relations of contrariety which
magnitudes of the same kind may bear to one another in
some defined respect. Thus, if money received be denoted
by +, money paid away will be denoted by - ; if distances
walked in one direction be denoted by +, distances walked
in the contrary direction will be denoted by — ; if + denote
games won, — will denote games lost; and so on.

ExERasE n.

(1.) A owes B $60, B owes |30, and C owes A |20;
employ the signs + and - to denote the assets and liabilities
ofA,B, C.

(2.) B and C owe A $20 each, C and A owe B |30 each,
and A and B owe C $40 each; express in Algebraical lan-
guage the assets and liabilities of A, B, C.

(3.) A pays B $10,B pays C $7, and paysA $4 ; express
Algebraically the amounts paid and received by A, B, C.

(4.) Denote the following variations in the thermometer-
a fall of 2°, a rise of 6°, a fall of 3°.

(5.) Denote that the thermometer rises and falls alternately
1° per hour for 6 hours.

(6.) Denote that the thermometer &lls and rises alternately
2° per hour for 4 hours.

(7.) Denote the following readings: 25° above zero 7°
below zero.

'

7. In Algebra the numerical values of quantities are denoted
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by (1) figures, as in Arithmetic ; (2) the letters of tbe^

alphabet, either alone or in combination.

Thus, if there be three points, A, B, C, situated in that

order on a right line, the distances between A and B, and'

between B and C, if unknown or variable, may be denoted by
a and h feet, respectively ; and, consequently, the distance

between A and C will be denoted by a+& feet. If C lie

between A and B, and a and h denote, as before, the lengths

AB, BO, the length AG will be denoted by a— fe feet.

Again, if x denote the length, and y the breadth, in feetj of

a room> the dimensions of a room 3 feet longer and 5 feet

narrower will be j5+3 and y—5 feet, respectively,

8* In Arithmetical operations which are performed with
figure symbols alone, all mention of the unit is suppressed,

the results of these operations being true, whatever be the
unit in view. Thus, 10 and 5 added together make 15,

whether the suppressed unit be a pound, a gallon, or an inch.

Algebraical symbols have a still greater generality. Not only

is the unit suppressed, but the number of units is not assigned,

as in Arithmetic. Thus a may represent any number referred^

to any unit Operations performed in Algebraical symbols
will, therefore, give results which are true for any numerical
values which may be assigned to the symbols.

9. The product of symbols which denote numbers, is repre-

sented by writing them down in a horizontal line one after

another, in any order, with or without the multiplication

sign X , or dot . , between them.

Thus a&, fta, a-ft, 6«a ay^h^hv^a^ all denote the product of o.

and hi ahc, a-b-c, axhxe, the product of a, b, c; and
so on.

Egure symbols are written first in order; thus, da, 5ab,

6a&c, 1^. When there are two figure symbols, the sign x
only must be used between them.

Thus, the product of 5 and 6a is denoted by 5 x Qa, and
not by 5 6a, or 56a, whose values are five decimal six times a,

and fi/tysix times a, respectively.
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When there are three or more figure symbols, either the
sign X or . must be used.

Thus the product of 2, 5 and 7 is denoted by 2-5.7, or
2 X 5 X 7.

10. The symbol c^ gtan^s for aa ; a' for am ; a* for aaaa

;

and so on. a^ is read a squared, or a to the power o/ 2 ; a^ is
read acuhed, or a <o the power of 3; a* is read a to the power of
a; and so on.

11. The power to which a letter is raised is eaUed the
index or exponent of that power.
Thus, 1 is the index or exponent of a; 2 of a^: 3 of a»

4 of a*.
' '

12. The quotient of one quantity, a, divided by another, ft,

is denoted by either of the forms, a-r-boi-.

Thus the quotient of 2a divided by 36c is denoted by
2a-^36cor byfi.

13 Any object or result of an Algebraical operation is
called an Algebraical quantity or expression.

14. It is to be observed that the numerical value of an ex-
pression which is not fractional in form may be a fraction,
and the numerical value of an expression which is fractional
in form may be an integer.

Thus, if to a we assign the value 2, and to h the value i,
the value of | will be 2 -J- i, or 4 ; whilst if the values of a
and 6 be i and i, respectively, the value of ab will be i x i,

or i and the value of | will be § -f- i, or 2.

15. The symbol = stands for is or are equal to, and is
written between the quantities whose equality it is desired to
express.

Thus a-S denotes that the value of a is 3.
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EXEBOISE m.
If a= l, J..2, c^3, d^^, c=6, aj=0, find the values of the

following expressions :--

(1.) a+2&+3c+4d (2.) 13a-.4&+ 5c. (3.) oh-^de,

(4.) a6+c?e-ca;. (5.) /^c, Ucd, Uax,

(6.) aHft«+c«. (7.) 4a''+36»-c«. (8.) 6a(^+4^-<r^(;.

(12.) ^-,1,,.

(10.) ^.^+?.

3t:Pc

/n N oft ad bx
(11.; y +~- .

WMd'^'ScH*'

OS,) li b=^c=d=a, find what each of the following be-
comes in terms of a

:

2hca, Sa%, '2a^+ 3ahc + 46'urf.

16. Whr.n two or more quantities are multiplied together
each is said to ba a factor of tlie product.

'

Thus, a and b are factors of oft ; 3 and a« are feciors of 3a» •

and 6, b, and c are factors of 5&c.
'

17. One factor of a quantity is said to be a coefficient of the
remaining factor, and is said to be a literal or a numerical
coefficient according as it involves lotters or not.

ThuE, in Sx and fa^ the numerical coefficients of x and a*
are 3 and *, respectivoly

; in ax' and Scd th^g literal coefficients
of x^ and d are a and be, respectively.

Also, since a;=l xx, the coefiicient of a; in the qu&ntitv x
isl. ^ •

The sign f or - when it precedes a quantity is also a sign
of the coefficient.

Thus, the coefficient of cc in +3x is 4-3, of a;* in -5aa^ i«
-6r/, and of dr ia -|c</«« is ~|<;.

te"
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In the case of fractional numerical coeflacients the letter
ffymbols are sometimes written with the numerator ; thus,

^ = !-«» 5- =K—7- = - K*-

18. Quantities are eaid to be like or unlike according as they
involve the same or diflFerent combinations of letters.

Thus, +5a, —7a are like quantities ; and so also are +6a;*y,
—Sar'y ; —2a, —a* are unlike quantities.

EXEBOISE TV.

(t) Name the coefficient of x in 2^, Bax, |a;, hex, ia^bx,

(2.) Name the coefficient of a in —a, +3a, —4a, -i-2ai,

(3.) Name the coefficient of x' in 4a^, -ar», -3aa^, -hfcda;'.

(4.) Name the coefficient of xy in -a;y, ^Sa^xy, —^axyz,

(5.) Name the numerical coefficients in ".??._5 ^ ??»
. 2' 6' 4' +7

(6.) Name the numerical coefficients in x, —y, — Sx^, —Sy*,
+ |a, — J6c.

(7.) Name the like quantities among 2r, ax, x, Sca!^.

(8.) Name the like quantities among —a^ +2a\ +|a*,

(9.) Name the like quantities among -3a«x, lux^, abx*
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CHAPTER II.

ADDITION.

I. Figure Symbols.

»ii ^f ^'^xK **l^Pl»™
*^e meaning of Algebraical additio,,,we shall, in the first instance, suppose the numerical values

of the quantities to be represented by figure symbols, as in
Anthmetic. We shall consider in order the addition <rf

(i.) Positive Quantities.

(ii.) Negative Quantities.

(iii.) Positive and Negative Quantities.

20. (i.) Positive Quantities.

ouH^tillT/T
*!»?** P^i^^^^q^'^ntity^as +6, represents aquantity 6 to he wlikd io some number which may or may notbe known or expressed. The sum uf any nmnher of p<mtim

quaniUus u dmotedhy writing them in a row with their mm»
between them, ^.rby a positive quantity whose numeriml mine />
their Anthmetical sum.

Thus the sum of +4, +2, and +10 is +4 + 24-10,or +10-
that 18 to say, the addition of 4 and 2 and 10 to a number
18 equivalent to the adciition of 16 to that number
In like manner, the sum of +2, +|^ +± and -f 5 is

+2+1+1+ 5 = +8/y.

The Algebraical statement

»-5+6+J + 3j = +l42
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' —

^

—- . 9
may therefore be read the addition of R a x n^.i qi .

is e,ui^t to the addition ofuTSI^^ '''''^''

21. (ii.) NBOATiya Quaumtus.

in a row, thus -•i^l^R nrhJZ ^^^^ ^^ ^"^^ them

-4-7-8 = -19.

«nrf-8. Thus the sum of -I, -10,-1, ^d_|^ig*'
*'

-1-10-1-1 = _i3j^
It follows thereforo fiat th. AlgOraical ,»« ^ „„y ,„.,^

It will be obserTfld that, instead ofsaying to ,«i«ro-, 19 „«»«y say « Algebra *«<««-ia The ilgfbj;,7,::j^:j
-2-7-10 =-19

tZfni art ly'T*." I'r'^ " •?»••"«&»« to th. .uitracw in ',
' ^l^ebraical langaage, tt. „ddUi»n «/ -2 -71"

n,"
?"?*" " 'l^ivalent to the odditis J-19 '

take the following example
: Suppose a Man's wimtTtedenoted by +, and his losses by -Mben the sLfeZt^

"*

-200-60-500 = -760
may be read, if a dollar is the unit understooii ih. ...™ /•

« nu^valent to a Ic 0/ 760 dolhr.. It may also bTrl^^I!

7mdTa^" " '^"^"'"^ •" '*' •"*'"'"*» «/»»«*
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22. (iii.) PosmvB and Negative Quantities.

Since + 6 denotes a number htohe added, and -2 a number
2 to he mbtracted, the performance of both these operations
inay be denoted by 4-6-2; and since the peKormance of
these two operations is equivalent to adding 3, we may write

+5-2 = +3.
In Algebra +5-2, or +3, is called the sum of +6 and

Thus, +7-5, or +2, is the sum of +7 and -6- +i -*
or +i, is the sum of +| and -i. ^
Again since to add 2 to a number and then subtract 5

IS equivalent to subtracting 3, we may write

+2-5 =-3;
that is, in Algebraical language, to add +2 atid ^5 to a
number is equivalent to adding —3.

The statement

+7-5+2= +4
may therefore be read, in Arithmetical language, to add 1 to
then subtract 5 from, and Ji..aay add 2 to a number is egui-
mlent to adding 4; or, in Algebraical language, the sum of+ 7, —6, and +2 w +4.

^

So also the statement

-3+ 10-15= -8
may be read, in Arithmetical language, to subtract 3 from
then

.
Id 10 to, avfl finally subtract 15 from a number is eauL

fHdent to subtracting 8 ; or, in Algebraical language, the sum
of -3, + 10, and -15 is equal to -a
As an illustration of the foregoing phraseology, we mayagam take the case of a man's gains and losses. Thus the

statement

+ 10-8= +2
may bo read, if a dollar is the unit understood, a gain of
10 dollars and a loss of 8 dollars are equifolBni io a ^a-'n -'
2 dollars. So also the statement

^ - - " ir«-« ^

jg.

v-s;
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li

! a number
operations

mance of

nay write

f +5 and

iibtract 5

—5 to a

add 7 to^

is equi"

i sum qf

3 /row,

w equi-

the sum

we may
bus the

gain qf

-26+20= -5
may be read a loss of 25 dollars and a gain of 20 ddlars are
equivalent to a loss of 5 dollars.

23. Prom tiie preceding cases we can dednce the follow-

(i.) When the signs are aU ahke-J?VW <A«V Arithmeticalsum, and prefix the common sign.

^i!!^«^21
*^^ 'j^ *'^ different-md? <Ae n«mm-ca^

t^ZJT, ^ r '^' ^^^'^'^^*^? ^""^ of the positives and
the Arithmetical sum of the negatives, and pr^x the sign of thenumertcally greater sum. y y/ f>iw

Examples.

(1.) The sum of +4, +3, +i, and +7 is

+4+8 + i + 7=+14i.
(2.) The sum of -5, -12, -f, and -3 is

-6-12-1-3= ~20|.

(3.) The sum of +4, -2, -3, +5, and +7 is

+4-2-3 + 6 + 7= +4+6+7-2-3
= +16-6
= +11.

Here +16 is the sum of the positives, and -6 of the
negatives; 11 is the numerical difference between these sums,and has the sign of the numerically greater +16.

(4.) The sum of +i, -2, -i, +1, and -| is

+ i-2-i + l-|= +i + i«2-i-}

= -2.

Here +J is the sum of the \'>njtive«. and -«u -f ^v.q
negatives; 2 is the numerical difference between these sums,
and has the sign of the numerically greater - ^.
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Find the sum of

(1.) + 2, + 6, +18.

(3.) « 8, -13, - 7.

(5.) +18,-13.

EXBBOISB y.

(2.) +i +3, +f.»i5'^/«

(4.) -f, -1, -f.^-5^
(6.) -26, +20.-6

(7.) +1, -i. (a) -f, +i..^ (9L) +2-5, -8-2.
-'$f

// (10.) +2, -3, +12. (11.) -3, +4, -6, +7.<^^
. /x (12.) +6, -8, -12, +8. (13.) +i, -1, +1, -f ^y
^/Z (14-) -f» -i +2, -i, +J.

^.^O'^^?' ^^^-^ +^^»~^*26, +1-089, -0067.

II. Lbttsb Symbols.

24. (i.) LiKB QUANTITIBS.

We shall now show how to find the sum of quantities
who^e numerical values are represented by letters. When
these quantities are like quantities, their sum is obtained by
the rule

—

T}it sum of any number of like quantities is a like quantity
wliose coefficient is the sum of the several coefficients.

Examples,

(1.) The sum of +2rt, +5a, and +10a is

+ 2a + 5a+ 10a=+17a.
Here +17 is the sum of +2, +5, and +10.

(2.) The sum of -3c, -10c, and -12c is

-3c-10c-12c=-26c
Here -25 is the sum of -3, -10, and -12.

(3.) The sum of +8aj, -12a;, and +7a; is

+8x-12«+ 7a:=+3a;.

Here +3 is the sum of +8, —12, and +7.

(4.) The sum of — lOx, +12a;, and -6a; is

— \0m+ 12a;—5a;= —^t.

Her© -3 is the sum of -10, +12, and -5.
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Exercise VI.
Fmd the sum of

(1.) +«, +2a. (2.) +3a, +5a, +7a. (3.) -a, -4a
(4.) -2a, ^^, -6a. (5.) +5a;«, -SaS*.

(6.) -aa, +4a». (7.) +4a, -7a. (8.) -2c, +5c, +7c.
(9.) -10c, +8c, -3c. (10.) +»«, -7a^, +3««, -jc''.

(11.) -2ai, +llaft, +aJ, -Safe. (12.) -ia, +|«.
(13.) +|<^», -|«a

(14) .2a, +|a, -a^
(15.) +a, -|a, +|a, -2a.

25. (ii.) Unlikb Quantiti»8.

The sum of any number of unlike quantities is denoted by
vnriting them in a row in any <ytrdw, with their jyroper signs
hetween them ; and each quantity is called a term of the fium.
Thus the sum of +2a and +3fe is +2a+3fe ; of +3r and

-5y is +3aj-5y; of -ia»and -26'' is -ia«-26*; of +2a,
+Sfe, and -6c iei + 2*

+

Sb—bc. The terms of -2a5+6^ are'
-2a; and +5y; and of -6a+7fe-3c are -6a, +7ft» and*
—3c.

26. If a quantity contains no parts connected by the sign
+ or — it is called a mononomial.
Thus +2i?, — S'ife, +605^, are mononomials.

27. When a quantity consists of two terms it is called a
binomial expression ; when it consists of tiir«e teniw it is
called a trinomial expression ; and generally when it oonsists
of several terms it is called a polynomial, or multinomial
expression.

Thus +2a-3fe is a binomiiil, and +a-26+ 3c a trinomial
expression.

28. The sign of a mononomial, or of the first term of a
polynomial, if it is positive, is generally omitted.
Thus 2ar» stands for +2a«, and a'^b-^-c for +a-^fe+c

29. Like terms when they occur must be added together.
The operation may be conducted by arranging the soveral
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quantities in rows under each other, so that like terms shall
i^iand in the same colunm.

Examples.

(1.) Find the sum of 2a+ 36 and 5a - 2ft.

2a+36
6«~26
7a+6.

Here 7a is the sum of 2a and 5a, and +6 of +36 and —26.

(2.) Find the sum of xy^Sx and x^Sxy,

—6aj+a;y

x—8xy

--5a!— Tscy.

Here -5x is the sum of —6a; and x, and —Txy of +ay
and —Sxy,

(3.) Find the sum of 3+a;H-a?y-8a:*, -3a;y+2-6a?, and

3+ a; + a;y -Sx*
2-6aj-3xi^
1 +4a?y+a:!"

6—6aj+2ajy—7x".

Here the sum of 1, 2, 3 in the first column is 6; of +«,
-6aj in the second is -6a;; of +ajy, ^Sxy, +4a;y in the
third is +2a:y ; and of -8a«, +a« in the fourth is -7x«.

(4.) Add together ia-^-ic, i6+ |c+ ia, ic-|a-i6.

^~|6-ic
io+i6+|c

-^-i6+k

Here^ is the sum of ha, ia, and -|« ; -^ and + ^V®
are the sums of the quantities in the second and third
" luransCUii i, i6Bp6Cliv6iy
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(1.) 2a, -36. (2.) -a:, +3y. (3.) -2a;, -3y, -».

(4.) 3a, 2a;, -5y. (5.) 4, -a;, 2y. (6.) a«, -6«, i.

(7.) a, -26, 3c, -d. (8.) -a;, 2y, -z, 1.

(9.) a-36,3a+6. (10.) -2a»+6c, 3a*-66c.

(11.) 3a-56, -4a+26, 5a-66.

(12.) 0-36, 26-5c, 4c-3a.

(13.) 4a;-3y+2z, -3a;+y-42, a;-4y+«.

(14.) a-aj+3, 5a+2a!-6, -2a+7.

(15.) 205-7, 6a+4, -6x+3.

(16.) a-26+3c, 6-2c+3a, c-2a+36. ^
(17.) a;-2y+32-l,2a;+3-42,5y-2+7».

(18.) a;*+2aaj+a», 2a;2-2a«, a!«-2aa;+o».

(19.) 3a»+a»6-2a6»+6*, 3a6'-2a«6+a», a«6-a6«+86».

(20.)a-6 + |, a + 6-|, 6-a + |,

^^^•^2 3 ^4' 2 5 ^4' 2 2^4*

(22.) 0+56-C, 2a-46-c, |-«+5.

i third
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CHAPTER in.

SUBTRACTION.

.wi, ^°^
il^'^''^ ^'iff^^ between one qnantiiy and

-£-^d th« *r"""'*i7'^"''
"xJd^l to 2» will prS^c^

*•* iJ?^ rS® o^ewnoe between a«; and 2«-5 is the nnin
tity *Woh .aded U> a»-6 will produce 3i.

^ ' "'

81. The quantity i» be diminished is caBed the m.»M«rf«.d the quantity to be subtracted the«*if '

^M^The difference between two quantities is found by the

^MJI. fir,t iuantity to tke .econd «,«A ,« .^ ^ ^^
The reason for this rule will appear from the foUowing

Examjples,

(1.) From 6 take 3.

Here the diflference is the sum of 5 and -^-fi q o
because 2 added to 3 makes 6.

-3=6-3=2,

(2.) Prom 7 take -4.

-flTl-tff
''^'' ^ ^^*=^"'^^ tiie sum of 11 and
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(3.) From -6 take -4.

Here the diflference = -6+4= -2, because the sum of—2and —4=—2—4=— 6,

(4.) From -8 take 5.

The difference =-8-6=-13, because the sum of -.13
and 5= -13+6= -8.

(5.) From 2a take —3a.

The difference =2a-f3a=5a, because the sum of 5a and—3a=5a—3a=2a.

(6.) From —5a; take 4.

The difference =-6a;-4, because the sum of -5a;-4 and
4 is — 6a*.

(7.) From 2a take -3a +26.

The difference = the sum of

2a and 3a-26=2a+3a-26=5a-26,
because the sum of 5a—26 and —3a +26 is 2a.

The operation of changing signs and adding may be per-
'

formed mentally, and the difference exhibited as in the fol-
lowing examples, in which the minuend and subtrahend are
wntten m rows with the difference imderneath. In this
armngement the first row is equal to the sum of the second
and third rows.

(8.) From SasHy take «2-5y.

3a;2+ y
9/-*—5y

2x2+6y
Here 2*2 is the sum of Sx^ and -a;«; and +6y of +« and

(9.) From 5a+36-c take a-6+3e.

5a-|.3i_c

a— 6 + 3c

4a+46-4c
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Here 4a is the sum of 5a and -a; -f iftof +8ft and +«»;and -4c of —c and —3c.
*

83. Prom the foregoing examples it appears that, in Alge-
braical language, to subtract a positive quantity is equivalent^^d^nga r^ative; and to subtract a negative quantify iseqmY&lent to adding a positive.

a ^^."/i'^'^^Ti"'*^ ^ illustrated by taking the case of

tively. Thus, to subtract a gain o/lO dollars is equivalent toaddtng a loss of 10 dollars; and to subtract a loss o/25 dollars
IS equivalent to adding a gain of 25 dollars.

J^Ta^I '^- Tr ^^'''' ^ ^^"^'^ «°^ ^^««« * d^"a^^ wesay, in Anthmetical language, either that he gains a-& dollars,

a
"^

EitW f I^"" 'f ^^'' ^"^ ^^^^' '^ * ^* ^'«»ter than

w« ,.aZ fw ^^f'' ""^y ^ ^mvloj^ indifferently if

and that a loss of -c dollars means a ^am o/c dollars.
Thus if a man gains 10 dollars and loses 6 dollars, we may

either say that he gained 1Q^6, or 5 dollar«„or that he lost

l^A<}iZrt ^^''.^^"'^' '^ ^^ ^^^ »^^"^ *»d losesIJ dollars, we may either say that he gained 8-12 or -4
dollars, or that he lost 12-8, or 4 dollars.

ii

Exercise VIII.

(1.) From 1 take -3.

(2.) From 1 take -1.

(3.) From -5 take 4.

(4.) From 12 take 15.

(6.) From -3 take -8.

(6.) From -8 take -5.

(7.) From 4-66 take -6-01

(8.) From -104 take 235.

(9.) From -"4-32 tak^ -2-16.

(10.) Fivn, 1'089 tftka «.ni9.q
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(11.) From 2a take 8a.

(12.) From -Sa: take 2a?.

(18.) From 8a* take -2a2.

(U.) From -3c take -6c.

(16.) From 2a take -*

(16.) From —a^ take 2a*.

(17.) From ^a? take -6(b*.

(18.) From 7a take ia-h,
(B.) From a+ a? tak« a- ».

(20.) From 6a-2a;+8take 2a-«-I.
(21.) From 3a*-4a6+6» take W+ah^J^,
(22.) From aa;-4Jy+3c2, take 2aaj+Jy-^
(28.) From -4a+5-J take 2a-»+8.
(21) From 12a;«-&p+l take 7aj»*I6aj*+l.

(26.)I^m|?+^+|teke|+|^,,

(26.) From |a>Z^_|fe take a+ift^i^.

i

02
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CHAPTEE IV.

THE V8S OF DOUBLE SIGNS AND OF BRACKETS.

84. The operations of addition and subtraction of positive
and negative quantities may also be denoted by the use of +
for tho former operation and - for the latter.

Thus instead of sa/ing add together 2a and -35, we may
emidoy the notation 2a + -8&, the equivalent of which ia
of course 2a-3&. So also the sum of -5a*, +3ft and -2c
mayjbe^ written -5aH +36^- -2c, which is equivalent to-5a -f S6-2c; and the difference between 5x and -7y may
be expressed 5x - -7y, the equivalent of which is 5»+7y.
According to this notation, therefore, 2a'+ -36+ +2c

means the svrz of2a\ -36, and +2c; -5a;+ +8y+ -1 the
sum of -^, +8y, and -1 ; 7a- +26 the difference between
{a and +?6; -2a; 5 the difference between -2a; and -6-
4a" 7 ihe difference between ia^ and —7.

'

85. When any of the quantities before which the double
signs are to be used contains more terms than one it must
be enclosed in a bracket; thus + (2a-36) + /-a;4.d\- («^-5), - (-2+ a»+ a;).

^' ^ ^ *^*^'

Thus a+(36-c) denotes the sum of a and 36-c •
2aj

+ (4y-2) + (-2a+l) the sum of 2a;, 4y-2, and -2^+ 1 •

2a»-6- (3a»+4) the diflFerence between 20^-6 and3a»+4-
and aa+ (6-1) ^- (c+4) the sum of 2a and 6-1 less c+4.

'

EXERCWE IX.

Retaininff the ^I'ven nnonfifiAa ^^.n^i^ i '^^ ,% - .

.

wgns Md brackets (when necessary) in the following opera-
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"JKBTS.
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(1.) The sum of 2x«, -1; 3a;, -4y, -6; 2^,, -.86,+4c.
(2.) From 2a take -6a.

(3.) From -6take +5iB.

(4.) From the sum of 2a and -36 take +7.
(5.) From the sum of 5 and +x take —8a.
(6.) The sum of 5a and 6—4.

(7.) The sum of -a and —6+5.
(8.) The sum of a-4 and 26-c.

(9.) The sum of a^ and 2y+ 5 less z.

(10.) The sum of a- 1 and 36+ 5 less -8c
(11.) The sum of x, 2x2-1, md-Say^-^S.

(12.) The diflFerence between ia^ and 6^-0.

(13.) The difference between a^+4: and —26+3.
(14.) The difference between 2a—5 and a^—2a + 8.

(15.) From the sum of a+6+c and a—b-c take —a
+ 2/)-3c.

86. Double signs may be eqnivalently replaced by single
ones by the ruJe ;

—

Like signs produce +, and unlike signs — ; that ifl

+ + = --=+,

Thus a++5=a + 5; 2aj^-as=3aj+a
; 8+-icss8.4(;

;

c— +2o=c— 2a.

37. Expressions may be cleared of brackets by the rule :—
The sign + before a bracket does not change the sig^ia within^

whilst the sign — changes every sign within.

Thus 4 + (6-c)=4+ 6-c,

2a + (-a: + c-2rf)=2a-a:+ c-2rf,
4x2-1— (26*+ r)=4a2—1—26'=c
8a;-(-4y+6) = 3a!+4y-6r
«~(2/-2!)+4-(-33/+a;)=a;--y+e+4+8y-«.
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^
Eeplace the double dgns by single ones in the expres-

(l.)2a++8ft+-c.

(3.)a^+-4a?+-l.

Clear of brackets:—

(5.) 8a-(J+c).

(7.) 8a-(-2/^+8c).

(9.) aJ+6-(2-4y)+8.

(11.) 3»*-l-C-«+4)+2»-(;r'«6),

(2.) aft- + 5c c.

(4.) 5ar'+-3aj2 7a;- +8.

(6.) 8a-(ft-c).

Ca; 2a-.l + (5-6)+^.

(10.) a+(J-c)-(a-c).

\ \

ffii

nil
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CHAPTER V.

MULTIPLICATION.

38. When it is desired to denote the operation of mnltiply-
ing several expressions together so as to exhibit the various
.actors, we enclose each in a bracket and write them togetherm a row m any order.

Thus (+ 2a) (~3&) denotes the product of +2-2 and -86 •

(Ja-1) (-i) the product of 2a-l and -ft; (a^^S) C2a;+ 5)
the proauct of x'^S and 2x + 5; and (a^-l) (a;+2U2x-5)
the product of«-l,a; + 2, and 2x-6. ^ ^^ ^

89. Each of the quantities so enclosed in brackets is called
a/acfor of the product

Thus -2a, a2_i^ and 2a-3 are the factors of (-%) fa»-l^
(2a--3). ^ >'V« V

40. When a factor is mononomial, it is called a ^mple
lactor

; otherwise a compouhd factor.

Thus in the preceding example -2« is a simple factor, and0—1 and 2a-3 compound factors.

41. In the case of a simple factor the bracket may be
omitted (1.) if the simple factor is written in the first place:
(II.) If the sign of the simple factor is not expressed.

Thus we generally write -.2a (a;-l), <a)«-2), (a-JW

If the sign of a simple factor is expressed, the bracket
may bo replaced by a multiplication sign, x

.
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Thus -2'* X +3i = ~2a(+3&),
3a; X -5y = 3x(-62/),
(a~l) X -2a2 = (a__i3 (-2a«>.

Exercise XI.

Express in Algebraical language, retaining the given factorsand using brackets when necessary :—

(1) Theproductsofa-l,2a2-3; -2+a,^3-o2- x-^
-2a; + 7.

(2.) The pi-oduotaof -2(«2, J^-l; a^-l, -3^- 6a?

(3.) The products t^ 1, a,-! ; x 3^-8; -|, cc«-5.

(4.) The products of -5a;, a;-l, x+2; a?-4, +Sx, 2a-f-3
(5.) The products of +8a;, -5y, a^j^-l ; -7a, a&-3, +84.

42. The mode of perfarming the operatic® of multiplication
whereby products are expressed as mononomials or poly-
nomials will BOW be explained. It is convenient to ^kethree cases

:

^^^^v

I. The Multiplication of Simple Factors.

"^fIctI?"''"''''^'''''
""^ "" ^^"^^^^ ''^'' ^ Compound

III. The Multiplication op Compound Faotohs.

theUJing ^e'!!'
'' *"' ""^^^ '^^^" '^ ""'^^^ ^^

(i.) The Hi<jn of the product is obtained hy the rule of signs •

like signs produce + , ami uidike signs ~ ^ ^ •

Thus the signs of +2. ( + 36), -2a (-36), +2a (-3J),~2a ( + 30 are, respectively, +, +, -, -. ^ ^*

(ii.) The numerical coefficient of the product is the product ofthe vumerical coefficients of thefactors.
Tims the numerical vnlne of the coefficient of the productof - 2u and + 36c is 2 x 3 = 6.

(iii.) The literal vart of thm *^ir^r7»^* /- *i j.. . ^ .,

htercU parts of thefactors {9).
''
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Q factors
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Thus the literal part of the product of -3x and 4Ly*je is

(iv.) T^c p odud of two j^owers of the same letter is a power
whose index is the sum of the . dices of thefact(»'&.

Thus a a2=a»+2=a».

Examples*

(1.) The product of + 2a and -3J= + -2 x Saftsr -6aJ.

(2.) The product of -5a and 2(?=-5x2arf=-10«d
(3.) The product of -io and + 36*=- + i x ^W== -fafi?.

(4.) -.a6(-3c)= 8aJc=-|-acAu

(5.) -ia2(+i6)=-+i . ^2j^-io25^

(6.) -ar(+aiO= -4.2x3a; • jb*=-6x».

(7.) -6a«(-3a0= 6 X 3 a' . a*= + 18a^

(8.) +2a2&c5(-5a6V)=+-2x5a. a* • fc . J» . c» • c*«
-lOa'fcV.

EXKBOISE XII.

Find the product of

(1.) +3of, -26; -a, +5c; -2a«, -36; 6<r, -^.
(2.) 2a6, -7c«; -4a«, +66c; -2a;, Syz; -6, -8a.

(3.) "hx, 8y; |a, -26; -ia;, -iy; 2a*, -^.
5

(4.) 2a;y2, -3a;*y; -aa;^, -8a;y^- fij^c, -|a26c».

f6^ « -2«'. oft «'*'. 2a;y'' 3x*y». oa;y» 6x>
^ ^^ 2* T » 6' ""T '

~6"* '^" ' ""T'-T*

44. U. TAe product of a simple and a compaitnd facttyr §» fA«
Algebraical sum of the products of the simple factor and <A#
semal ter'^^ of the compoundfactor.
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The work nay be aorranged as in the foUowing

Examples.

(1.) Find the product <rf -3a; and 2y*-4a;y-.6.

--3a;

(2.) Find the product of 2a;«-^+| and -fey.

^.) Clear of brtokete the expression -2a (3a«-5a+n
<5a -5a+ l, It IS equivalent to -6aH 10a5-2a.

EXEBCISB XIIL '

Find the product of

Clear of brackets:—

(6) %»-x+4); -2(a_a6+3); -a(„«-2»» + l)

(8.)|?(6a«-9«+12);-«(_10+2.-16.a).

qftlie other.
' ^ '

'"'"' '"^ '"'*''''''' ""^^ ^^^^ ^veral terms
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J^^.^® *^?**^ ^^-^ «nd 4c-».6d; fe «w s»m <rf the

The work may be conveniently arranged as in the following

(1.) Multiply ar»-3a;+5 by 4flj-7.

4a; -7
8jc«-r2a!«+20a;

8a;»-26x»+4ia;-35.

Here ^-12x«+20a; is the product of 4a; and 2^«3a;+5.-140^+21.-86 is the product of -7 and 2^-3.+f^tnd
the sum of these two partial products, which are arranged so
that hke terms stand in the same column, is the product
required.

F*"«uufc

Jt T'I-1 ^ ""^^^r^^^^^^
^« the foregoing process we workfrom left to right, and not from right to left, as in the cor^

responding Arithmetical operation.

(2.) Multiply 2a- 6 by c- 3«f.

2a-fe

c-M
2ac— ftc

-6aG?-f3W

2ac-6c-6arf-f36r/.

In this case, as there are bo like terms in the partial pro-
ducts, the second is placed entirely to the right of the first.

(3.) Multiply l-a» + 3ar« by 4a;-6a;*+ 2.

It will be found most convenient in this and similar
examples to arrange the given factors according to ascending
or descending powers of x- that is. so that the exponents of
the successive terms shall continually increase or A^^.^.
Ill the tormer arrangement the numeral stands first, in tho
latter last. > «* "uv
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2—4a!+6a^

(4.) Multiply 2a*-a6+62 by a^+aJ-Si*.

2a»-a&+ft2 ^

+2aSft-a26«+a5»

EZKBOISS XiV.
Multiply together

5o^ '^~l'
''**= ^"^®' -'"+1: 2-8x, I+„.

(2.) «"-2, 2x-l; l_a,, 2+3*»; 1 + a^, 3_^

W a+i. m-« ; «+ »_,, „+2» ; 2m-„, 2m+ „.
(5.) aiy +^*, a:y_aJ . x+xy-f, ^^iy

n\ t'rot""^'
"''"*'-*= "+^-^' «-2H3».

(9.) x»-la,+l, a^-j; 3^-|»,+i a„_j.

ai.) 2?-B?+i «\2»_i
a 3 ' 2 ' 3" '•
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(12.) x*+y2-a:y+aj+y-l,aj+y-l.
(13.) a«+ft«+c«-.6c-ca-a5, a+ft+c.

46. Tht product of three esvpreniona itfound by multiplying
the product of two qf them by the third.

Examples,

(1.) Multiply together 2a!, -3««y, -|a;y«».
Here Qa:i^3a^y)= ^Qa^ ,. and -6a^y(-ixyh)=. +|»Vi8.

(2.) Mtdtiply together a-l, aj-2, »-8.

a;—

2

ac*— aj

-2a;+2

aj^—305+2
g?-3

«"-3a^+2a;

-3ay'+ 9a;-6^

a»-6ar»+ lla;-6.

r2 1 «

y+3i/«.

EXEBGISE XY.
Multiply together

(1.) -3a«, -i-2a% -SoJ^; ia;, -ja,2^ +|aji;

^4y\xyz.

(2.) -^ - .'^'vy, 4a;2-.5y ; 2aft, -:Ja», 2a2-3a5+L
(3.) L r+1, a;-2.

(4.)a;«-^ , •-l,a;+ l.

(6.) aj»+isaa+a»,a;«-2oa;+a2,a;H2aV+a*.

-8a;«y,

\^
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OHAPTEB VI.

thfJ'^'.TI'*'' Y^ ^^ ^^*^ Of mnr«pMcal3on, it follows

tm\r»r *''°/'"'»f
»™ multiplied together, eitherSwill be the guot^m^ of the product divided by tie other

A^Z'r^nt"^!^^ =-^' +» » thequotienfof -SWdivided by -24. and -24 is tho quotient of L2«J divided^

Again, since -%? (a?-4sc+Z'\ =-3a<«j.HJi rj « , ,,

b?i^~r ' »,«^e Quotltnt^ of X^'t-'S"'*^^^:,'

by <7!i+a
" " ''"°'^* •* -a^'+fe'-ft^divid^

i-.^- T^r^" " ^**"'^ *" ^""^^ *•»«* one quantity is to

^^o^a quantity is wriLXrthT^^rrh tZ^C^l
Thus (-2x«)-^C+3.), or r|?, denotes that -^ fe to

be divided by +8«; (3a?-aB+5)4.(a,_4)^ q, ^f^-2^+6
that 8«"-2a;+5 is to be divided by'»-4. '

~^^ '

the'se^d^oCrSr*=^^ "^"-^ «>« ''^«. -d

moL^l"'**'' " *^*»*«^' ""^"^ in the case of a

• ^"f C-2«)4-(-3») is written -ao-:-_3«. C2«« n-r-f4») IS writtnn C9-,J_i\ • a... ^ „•..
oy, (.^ —1)

irritten -3*»-f (a^-^ ~^^^ ^'^
'
^-"^"^ ^ (2»-l) fa



DIVISION.

BXIBOISB XVI.
Eetaining the given quantities and employing fera^kets onlywhen necessary, express in Algebraical langnag^ ^
?d ^^'^^ ^T^ ^y "^' 4a=»-8a+ l by 3a-4.

(3.) Divide 4ar» by 2x-5 ; -oa;* by a;-a.

51. The mode of performing the operation of division

^^? J-if"*''^^^ '^P^^^ «« moionomials oriS
I. When the Dividend and Divibob abe Mononomuls.

II. When the Divibob only is a Mononomial.
ni. When the Dividend and Divisob abe Polynomials.

i« ^L ^' Tt^ ^J°*f"J*
of one mononomial divided by another

IS obtained by the foUowing rale

:

»"wmw

(i.) The sign of the quotient is obtainedh/ the rule of signs •

like stgns produce + , and unlike signs ^, / ««w»

.

Thus the signs of +2aJ-J.3crf, -^4--.2cc, 4a«-i.-.2a
-oaPy-r +a;y, are, respectively, +, +, -, ...

* '

This^ rule follows from the rale of signs' in multipScatiMi •

thus, since +a (+6) = +aA, it foUows that
^''P*'''**"^'

+ ah

•ha
= +ft.

So also from the equivalent forms -a (+ 6) = -oJ «« r h\= + a&, +a (-&) =-a6, we deduie ' ^"^ ^

« —a 4-^
(ii.) TAc numerical coefficient, without regard to sign of the

TTVl T'""'"^ ^^^' the numerical coefficient of thedividend by the numerical coefficient of the divisor
Thus the numerical coefficient of 12a2-j-3a is 12 -J-3-4 of

fi^-T-Sx is I, and of ha'-^^a is ^ -f-f=f.
'

(iii.) The literal part of the quotient is obtained bv di^n^li^

J«a
«rera^ part of the dUdend bu the literal part of he divis^



t
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DIVISION,

Thus the literal part of the qnotient of 2a«-:- Jc is
«*

In

;s£fs^^Sd"^':.^'^?"" ^- «^ -p-^i" the

rfmW.
«»if«««« ^ <fe ,;«i,^ „^ cUndmd and

^r^ '*".*^ ""- ^" •* o-Ment from the following

-j|— =a« = a's=ra*-» •

a* ooaa * »

So likewise ;=a*-'=a;

^=««-«=a*.a

I f^;»*T
*''' 2"°***"' °^ "^ «»»°«ty divided by iWf fa

iHia aiTisor are equal, ^the zero power of a ktter u, comide,ed
eiual to unity. Thus « =1 ; and, by the rule, i=„.-._„o.

replace each of tJiem by 1.
° **'

» y >
c

,
we must

Examples.

a.) -12-f.+6=-V'=-2;
-15^-10=+|^=:+|;

(3.) -6a-i.3A=-.f . «=»2qs
" 6 F'



DIVISION.

(3.) -aai-{--5c= +i??- + 2a6

(4.) 10a3-j.«5«2^_2a3-2=_2a.

(5.) -4a» -f. -Za''^ +|a6.a= + 4^3.

(6.) 2a»ft3c«^ 3,j^^ |^a_,
J8-1 c«-«= 1^^^ -

Divide
ExEBC'SE XVII.

(1.) -16 by -,4; 20 by -4; «| by -A; ^^ by .|.
(2.) -a by +a.; 3a^ by ^26; -6^y by -3a.

W|by-|;.^-,y|..^^,^^2a..

(4.) 2a'^ by a=^; 3a* by 3a; 8a;« by 2a;*.

(5.) -4a26 by 2a6; 10a%< by 2aic.

(6.) a^y^ by -Saa^y; -3a««.ya fey ^5^^^

normal zs the Algebraical sum of the Quotients, nf tZ 1
terms of thef^mer divided hy thflitter^

"^ '^' ^^'^^^

Thus the quotient of 3ar»-6a;«+8a; dividflH b^ o • *i,sum of the quotients 3^3^ -2^ Z-Z-Tt l^^f '"f
^

and is therefore equal to -f^+k-I ' ^^ "^ "^^^

'

The work may be arranged as in the following

Examples,

(1.) Divide 8a;»-4a;''+2« by -2a;.

-2£«)8^^-4x^2aj

-4a;2+2a;-l.

(2.) Divide Sa^J-lOa^^s^aaJ by 5a&.

6a2')5a5^10a2^+2a6

a2- 2aA2~4. A
~

(8.) Collect coeffioientB of a; in 2aa;-3a;.

33



34 DIVISION.

«> divide the given«i,ttS ^elZtir

"

Thus 2aa;-3a;=(2a-3)x.

(4.) Collect coefficients of ic2 in 6aa^-Jaj2+a;''
By dividing the given quantity by a^ we get

Divide
ExBBoisB XVni.

(1.) l(k-15ft+20by -6; -4aa,^12-8a»by ^4
(2.)4a='a.-8a«+a»by«a«;12x3-.6ar'i.9a;by3a; *

(1) 2a%c-3a62c+a6c» by ahc.
^

(6.) 20a'»6c«-15a52c3+5<,ftby -5aft.

C6.) Collect coefficients of a, in axlu, '2ax--ox^x
(7.) Collect coefficiente of xy in ^y-^axy, dx^y^^,

55. Since by (54) ^^=|-i, and by (44) Kc.-1)=?-.
itfoUowsthat^rland^rLl^ ara • , » *'

.
8 ^ 3(^-1) are equivalent fonns. So

likewise

?^^=4(ar-3),

5 ^^=ICa:*-l).

J 'w proaurt 0/- the divtaor and the Rnt /«,^ „e ,t. , .

.i.Wn,ofcd/rom the m4e«d, gMug the/int'diM^^"""^'

"



DIVISION.

s5^35i=^i?s=^"
Ar^ 80 on until the last difference is zero.

Examples.

(1.) Divide 6a:»-5a^-3a;+2 by 2+3aj.

3«: + 2) 6a^-6a^~3aj+ 2 (2x2-3x+

1

-9^2^-13^+2

3x+2
3a;+2

quotient 2^ is obtained^ Sv°iine fiS l!7 ^^."^ *^^

^!T I
^^ '

** '*^"'*' **™ of *l»e «eoond difference bv

^;i^;i"d :! .r."'r •""'"'• ^"^ p^'^uonrt^^oiTisor and +1, which is ite+2, is then snbtr'Mtod from iC" difference, gi>;^g the last difference zero JnS thlthe process ends. ' *"^

The latter terms of the differ«nAn« ««^^ «^x u_ .__ __ .

nntii the corresponding like temisTn "the" ^^A,^3^are to bo subtracted from them; thus in the follow^ ex^

1:.



36 DIVISION,

(2.) Divide 6a;H5x3+6aj2-17a;+ 6 by 2x-l.

oa;^— Sec*

-12iT6
-12x4-6

(8.) Divide l-2a^+a5« by l-2a; + aj^

H

2a;-a;2— 2a;3

2a--4a5H2ic8

3a;3-4^

ax^-6a;'+ 3a;*

2ar'--3a-<

2a»-4»H2a;»
sc*—2a^+aj«

a;*~2a;«-hg;«

fer^nce.

"*"'''
'' """* "'^^''''^ "^*" ^"^ '^^ *J^« Ia«* dif-

(4.) Divide 2a»-6a»ft + 18a'6»-6a&»-3a*ft by 2a-3ft
Here we shall arrange the dividend and divisor accordingto descending powers of a.

»ocoraing

2a~36)2a'^-.3a*6-6a»6+ iaa»-.6(i&3(,t._g^2j.2a6»

-6a86 + 13a»6a

^ ski u ^« *

.

4a"6»-6rt6»



DIVISION.

^ ence, nor

C-.6

37

last dif-

3ft.

ocording

2a6«

r,. .

,

EXEBCISB XIX.
DiYide

(1.) (e»-7«+12 by a^-S; and 8x2+7(r+2 by cb+2.
(2.) a^-4aj-6 by a;^5; and 4a!2-9 by 2x+8
(3.) 6^^^^-6 by 2x^3; and 9a;»-18x''+*26a;-24 by

(4.) «;»- 4a;H5a;-.2 by ^^2.3^^2; and a* + ar»+l by
+ 35+1. ^

(5.) .''-15a;3+l4aj«_6^^i ^,y 4ar'-aB+ l.

(6 a5*-lbya;-l; anda;» + lbya;+ l.

( .) ^-'lxy^.tf^ by aj-3^ ; and x^+j^ by a;+y.
(8.) aHa262+6*bya2»a5 + j2^

(9.) 20a52+ 9a;3/-12a;-182/2+ 9yby4a;-3y.
(10.)aj»-2«.r^4-3aV-3aV+2a*«;-a«bya:»-aa;«+a*«-a»
(11.) a;<-ar'y-a;y»+2/< by JB2 + a;y+2/«.

(12.) K^'-'^aV +|aV +Ta^a)*-a:» by |a3-|a2x+ Ja^.

67^ When the division is not exact, the last difference iscalled the remainder. In this case the product of the qSen?
d^idend."'

"^''^ *" *'' -Harder will be equalT tt

Example.

~S-2by 2^+3'''* ^""^ remainder in dividing 10.^+7a;»

2x'+3)10ar'+7x'»-8x-2(5x»-4x+2
10x3+ 15*2

-8a;«-8a;

~8sc«--12aj

4x-2
4a; + 6

Quotient =6x»-.4a; + 2.

Bemainder = — 8.

-8



38 DIVIS'ION.

EXIROISB XX.
Find the quotient and remainder in dividing

(1.) 4cc8-4(»2+8a;+2by2cc + l.

(2.) «»+aabya;+a.

(3.) x^-~a^\)j x-{-a.

(4.) 2ar'-2a5*+9a;' by 2a;»+a;+ l.

(6.) 2a?«+ac*-|.5«« by a;»+a^+a?-|.L

»

»

P
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CHAPTEB VII.

EXAMPLES INVOLVING THE APPLICATION OF TBS
FIRST FOVB BULES,

68. In the following examples some of the given quantities
are expressed by letter symbols, and the object of the exercises
IS to express m like manner other quMitities which by the
conditions of the question are related to the former. When
a doubt exists as to the manner of solving a question it will
be well to substitute numliers for letters in order to s4 what
operations ought to be performed in the given symbols.

59, The sign .-. will be used to mean hence, or therefore, t'^
the sign *.• since, or because.

Examples,

(1.) I buy goods for 2<i+35-c dollars, and sell them for4»— 6+2cdollar«i; what do I gain?

4«— b-\-2c

2a+36~c^

2a-46 + 3c

.-. the gain, which is the selling price less the cost price is
2a~46+ 3c dollars,

'

(2.) A man has Sl*-^7x+2 dollars and spends a3+ 2 of them
per day; how long will his money last?

>; + 2)3i»« + 7a; + 2(3x-l-l

3M^f6x

^ + 2



ti.

v> EXAMPLES OF THE FIRST FOUR RULES.

the amount hepTXfcttf "^"^ " '""*^<^ »

•/ he walks x miles in 2^ hours,

» » 1 hour.•• *»

y
and 1 mile in ^ houw.

a;

Again, •/ he walks ? miles in 1 hour,

" " " "^ " " o hours;

and V he takes ^ hours to walk 1 mile.
Ju 9

if if

X

X »' W M 12 miles.

The answers are, therefore, 5 .nite. ^ „u-,e,, ,„j IJ,
hours.

u y »

Exercise XXI.
(1.) A man walks x, x-i-a and ^r o« «,m • .,

dir«,tion: how far doe; he':;ira4;ttr" " " *"" "^

is^-lort'T""'""'"""'"''""^
owea So'-.doUars; what

(3.) A man walks a+b miles anri r«f«imc. x .,

far i8 he fi^m the starting^rnt ?
"~* ""'^'^ ''°''

(4.) What is the area of a room ^r j. *. ft^* i

broad ?
™ a-+y feet long and cc-y feet

(6.) A man walks « miles at a miles an hnn^. i
he on the road ?

^^'^' ^^^^ ^ong ia

<6.) A has a; dollars, B 50v cente ««^ n rrK
manj dollars hav« a i .„^^ ?^3' ^"t^ ^ ^^ cents; how
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(7.) A hMcc pounds, B has y shillings, and C« pence Wmany pounds have A, B, and C together ? ^ « Pence
,
iiow

he^Sifd a^aLf^" ^ ^ ^^«^ - ^- --y <^^y« Will

X feet
?^'''' ""^"^ "^"^^ ^^^ ^" * ^~' w^«»» i« « feet by

b/^-irtif^^^^^oy a-y leet at a;^ +y* cents per square foot ?

V,JJ^i t ""^^ "* ^'?'' ^ * ^^^«'^^ C 6 acres less than one-half of A's and one-third of C's together: what is thp w^^Lamount possessed by A, B, and C? ^ ""^"^^

- ^^^^^."^ "* "*" * *'''®^' ^ «-^ acres, C half as much as A

waSt« ° "^" " " '"""' ""^ '°"« '^ ''^ »- «
(15.) A spends at the rate of a, dollars a day for o dajs •dollar a day less for twice that time, and a dollar a dkv
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CHAPTER VIII.

SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

"^-^.oi^a^. ^ '"^*"'^ •*« «»"«d the equation's

7,^r/Jst+f=0 ira:'el»r^T «*"-"« 2^ +3 and
andO. ^ """'«'>''»«'<»»whose8idesarear'-5x+6

equality does not exist excIntZ'^ if^^""^ "^"^o" *»>«

of the quantities invoIvS
'^ ^*^ '"^'^'^ "^ ™'°es

Thus the statement «»+2c+l= r«-i.ivi i,„ijwhat K is; but 5a;-3-7 h„M„T , ^f+V holds no matter
only when «=2!^rLI ^ '"'^'"^^ ''=^'<^ =^+6=5»

belitTi^^X't^," « P?*"*" "^"^" -""«« »««t

'"rus^rf"^""-^^^^^^
V-rJi:;"""""" ^"*"'*^*' ""° ^-6=9 » "'^ «nd in

The letters a 5 c / » «

"^"^« «*^' ior me time unknown. '
"""* '^'^' *
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T^^X^^ «^'^* ^"^ t>«^« substituted for the unknownreduce the equation to an identity are said to ««««/•« fh^
equation, and are .ailed ite rooU,

*^^ **®

for^^^^il^ !?r*
^^^.-3-7, because 6 when substitutedfor X reduces the equation to the identity lO-S*? So2

sS?nL"7 *^r^ of^+6=5., because IZ eft^ is ^,^stitnted for x the equation is satisfied.

«>.^r„?r^r °' ^'^ ^^^^^ ca.M the

66. "An equation is said to be reduced to ite simnW^* fo™,

positivfi integral powers only of the unknown
Thus &»-8=0,a^_5x+ 8=0, 2x"+6«=7,"r'-6«r'-7a,-8are m their simplest forms.

iw-Tic-S

.1.!!' /'»"''*T«
''»'«•» "•«<l»«ed to their simplest formx areclassed according to their wd^r or %ree.

68 &-»ip?e equations, or those of the first deeree an- th™Am which the highest power of the nnknow„Tant% il t^first; as, for example, a»=5, fo-8=0, a^-T^o
*''*

69. !?««*««<; equations, or those of the second degree arehose in which the highest power of the unknoW~tfty

70. Equations of the third and fourth degrees are calledcvf»c and %««4m<,eequation8,respectiTely
; vZ^'l^lt^

IS a cubic, and ^-2^=10.-5 a biquadratic
"

.^^:i^'' ""^^l^
*"" ^^""^ ^"^ equation it is generally necessaryto reduce it hv nna ^1. K^*k ..r xu. /.-,, .

^ "^ "ei^cbsary
-

"" " "^" -* »^"« iOHowing processes:-.
I. Transposition of Terms.

11. Clearing op Fractions.



44 SIMPLE EQUATIONS,

%
\m

I. TBABsTOBimoij oir Tbbmb.

*~«r7^":w4^TT"^ " may be Bolved by

o^A^-. tU signs o/Z~Z r. '^ *'** *'^«™ '» '*«

cAanyerf. ^ ^'^'^""^''*'^ <'^' «> tramsposed being

ear^de'U'^r"'*'"" '«*«-^5=10. by subtracting 5 ,„^

oSferVlSa'* *™"^^ ^--- »"« to tb.

(1.) Solve 5»+15=25/'"'"^'"-

Transposing +15 we get

_ fo=25-IS=io.

coe^'t^!
"'" '' **" '""»" "y lading bothM^ by ite

(2.) Solve8a;-4=2a;+20.

Transposing -4, &«=ar+20+4
Transposing 2a:, 8«:^2^=20^4*,

6ic=24.

•'.dc ar4

(3.) SoIvel0+2(6a;^l)'«32-.3(.««4)

Cleanng of brackets, ^ J-

10+12a:-.2=Co,.3a, + i2.
Transposing 10, -2, -3a:,

12x+3a:=32+ 12- 10^-2 •

15a;=36.

/. a:=M = 2|.IS
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(4.) Solve 3((B»+2a;)+13=3a;»-7+4(8a;-l).

Clearing of brackets,

3a;«+6a; + 18=8r'-7+12a;-4.
Transposing +13, 3»», +I2a;,

Dividing by-6,
- 6a;= -24.

«=4.

..r* -2' ^.*"* *^? "^^ *^® ^°^« <l"*°«*y is common tot)oth sides, itmay be struck out without actually transposing!

becomes -6a:+7=8a;-.ia

(5.) Solve ax+h=^c.
Transposing +&, ax^c-^h.

Dividing by a, —c—

*

a;= :

a
(6.) Solve aaj+&=ca;+«f.

Transposing +&, ca;.

Collecting coefficients of x,

Difidrng by a— c,

a;=_—1.a—

c

(7.) Solve a(a;-5)=6(a; + a)-c.
Clearing of brackets,

a,x~-a'b==hx-\.ah—c.

Transposing —ah, hx,

Collecting coefficients of jc,

Dividing hv n—h
-C3 -rf

it's
2ab--c
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SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

EX«B0ISB XXII.

%\HT-i f^sV^\ (8.)»+5=13.

nn^o!^ r (^-^ l-«=6-
(9.) 3=6-2».W 2a)+8=«+5.

(11.) &r-2=2x+7

u ?fi**9='':;V- (13) 2^+3=8-1:
(14.) 16-2a;=46— Sar. (15A Wx'^^\x.A.^A/A \

(16.) 5-3(4-2x)+4(3-4»)=6. ^
^>+*-^*-»')-

(17.) a-l-2(»!_2)+3(a!-3)=6.
(1&) 6(a;-6)+2(«!-8)- 'a;-l)=9
(19.) 2(a;-2)-3(a;-8)i .(a:-4)-5fic_5i_o
(20.) 4(«-ll)-7(«-i2)=^6-(i4

(23.) «-2ft=2a-x (24.) a+a,-6=„+j.

(27.) a»-a»=te-J'.
(28.) «(x-J)=c(»;-a).

II. Cl,BABIHO OF FbAOTIONS.

74. If an equation contains fractions, it may be reduced tn

wil'V'c:.^^^'
'"°'"" """"'"•"' denominators only

(1.) Solve ?-?-«'-

1

2 3-5
Multiplying by 30, the l,o.m. of 2, 3, 5,

16a;-10a;=6a;-30.

Transposing, l&c-10a;-6aj=-30;

-a;=-30/
.*. a?=r.80,

(2.) Solve fl?-1.2a;+3 6a;4-19

2 ^-3 r"-
Multiplying by 24, the l.o.m. of 2, 3, 8,



6=12.
f4=29.
6-2a?.
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Whence on clearing of brackete and transporfng we get

It must be observed that ^^i(«.i), ^15= ^(2x+3)

*°^ ~8~ =K6aj+19); and therefore the brackets must be

(3.) SolTe
2 ^ 8

Multii^ying by 6, the l.o.m. of 2 and 3,

18-3(a;-l)+2(aj+2)=o';
whence (m clearing of brackets and transposing we get

a;=25.

ExsBoiSB XXin.

<^>-2-H- (^)i+H. (3.) 1-1+1=10.

(5) ^J?+|=20-£:^.
(4.) 2^+2^=10.
/'A \ *"

I
£C—3 ^ a;— fi

^^•^ 2+^-=*--r- (7.) *o+2=«-^»+i),
(8.) 2(«-l)-K2t-9)=j(i7_2^).

/qi^—9_. 5a:—12 ,.„,
(9.) ___4__g_

. (10.) K«-4)+K«-6)=a.-15.
(11.) 3-|a;=l_^7a,_i8).

(12.) 6(»;-l)-l=|(6_a,)+|(„^.i)^^_

(13.) x+*^7_^_gj^^

(14) 4»+2/,+2(7-i^)=fe+j^,

(15.) ^*-^^j=£^^ ,

14 14
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6 2 3"^—6— ==^-

(18.) ir^+2-,^3^.^.^^

(19.) M4^~|^.?^)=.o.
(20.) |(«.3)-.^-i-g=o.

i I



CHAPTER IX.

PROBLEMS,

expression of these co'Ein A, 't» ^."^r^^ , ^S*"Xs^ ^-^ -""^- - -" ^^^5^=or^

known. I„ such ^^8 L^nw'" ^""^ immediately

terms of one u4„o^ ""'"""''^ "="' ** «^'«»«d «

der;^^^st;:\rt^Thrh"r «' ''^ "»'
them by 4+x and the other by llx^th^ :

°'T "^

unknowns exceeds the less bvS n,^f
^"**'" "' ''"^

by «,md the latter by j!^ ff the'^llr*""
""^'^ ''''°°**^

one exceeds 4 times the oth« hv 7 ?w """"*" "' "'"'=''

by 4x+ 7, and the tatterJ ^ ^ '' *^ '^"^'' ""? "^ <*<«'°'«<l

flrs^-^^X'sLXTaTdThr::V "^"'' ^-^^

ll.^ Whn.f VIIIVmIw.. ^ i^-J_ ••_ -c;-
. .- - ^-.i«^_wi wivw^to iuf liiui part by^ y
Let a be the required mimbor.
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Then its fifth part = | ; and by the condition of the

question

o

(2.) The sum oftwo numbers is 71, and their difference 43

:

find them.

Let X be the greater number.
Then a;-43 is the less

: and since their sum is 71, we have
a;+ £c-43=71.

/. 05=67, the greater

;

and aj-43=U, the less.

This question may also be solved as follows:

Let X be one number, the greater suppose.

^
Then 71-a; is the lese ; and since their difference is 43 w»

have '

^' a;-(71-a;)=:43.

.*. {c=57,

and71-a!=14.

(3 ) A boy is one-thiM the age of his fetl^er, and haa r
brother one-sixth of his own age; the ages of all threeamount to 60 years. Find the age of each.

Let the boy's age =a! years.
Then the father's age =3(b years.

And the brother's age =- yearo.

And by the condition of the question

a; + 3aj+|=:60.
o

/. a;=12,
8- -^36,

?=:2
6 ^•

Fractions may be avoided by supposing the a^es of bor.
.««, ^u u.oiusi 10 DC- OX, 4oaj, X yeoys, respectively.



>n of the

rence 43

:

we have

is 43, we

id haa r
ill three

(4.) A and B start from two DlapfiA Qn ,v,;i ^
eame moment, A walkino^i In^ \ " ^'^^^ ^P*^' »* tli«

4a; + 6i»=90.

.-. a;=10.

^mL-^tZ:"^ "' "'^- "' "" «»*«' *•"« -^-i^ ofWhich

Ju'/ytlaoC^+i;;' ^„::=«r.
- the mature, ite

•9(te+60=l-10(a^+60).

Multiplyuig by 100,

90x+6000=no(:c+50).

of bOT,

r.

Exercise XXIV.

^m Divide 135 into two parts such that one shall bo f the

fin?Cr
'•" °' '"" °'""'^™ *« 37 and their differenco 3

:

mit^^r"'"^ '""•
""''"r'f "^''-S^t^ how much

(5.) At ft me«*ir»*» jp .w, »-___
- „..,_.„ _. ^c^,;^,^ ,^^y^ present, and the motion

«-;

was onrrinA l»r o T ^" prosont, andwas earned by 9
: how many voted on each side ?

B 2
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(8.) Divide 326 into two parts, such that f of \hQ one shall
be equal to the other diminished by 7.

(7.) What is the number whose 4th and 5th parts added
together make 2i ?

(8.) Forty-two years hence a boy will be 7 times as old as h»
was 6 years ago : how old is he ?

(9.) A father is 57 years old, his sen 13 : when will the
father be 3 times as old as his son ?

(10.) I have made 164 runs at cricket this season in 12
innings: how many must I make in mv next innings to
average 14?

(11.) My grandfather told me 10 years ago that he was 7
times as old as myself; I am now 18: how old is mv
grandfather? ^

(12.) If in a theatre f of the seats are in the pit, ^ in the
lower gallery, ^ in the upper, and there are 60 reserved seats
how many are there altogether ?

'

(13.) After losing | of our men by sickness, and 210 killed
and wounded, the regiment was reduced by ^ : how many
men did the regiment originally contain ?

(14.) In a certain examination | of a boy's marks were gained
by translation, a by mathematics, and ^ by Latin prose : he
also obtained I mark for French. How many marks did ho
obtain for each subject ?

(15.) Two men receive the same sum ; but if one were to
receive 15 shillings more, and the other 9 shillings less, the
one would receive 3 times as much as the other. What sum
did they receive ?

(16.) A and B begin trade, A with 3 times as nin(^. stock
as B. They each gain £50, and then 3 times A's stock is
exactly equal to 7 times B's. W hat were their original stocks?

(17.) One-tenth of a rod is coloured red, one-twentieth
OiTftTlgn. onp. fliiyfin4;li vAllrwnr r^^^^e L"_iL ^^^ _ _ . _
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blue, one-sixtieth indigo, and the remainder which is ^mmches long, white: what is its length?
^

(18.) Find three numbers whose sum is 37 an.-i, »,o+ *t,

Zrb;r^ the second b, 7, andZ:.^L"etS 1'

(19.) Find a number such that if 5 11 an,? 17 k^ „„„
cessively subtracted from it, the «uL of the thiJI foXand sixth parts of the respective results shall be eqnairit'

J^}^"^ T"^ '''''^' »* ^- » inarter must be mixedraTuS" "' ^- *•"" *^« '^'"- -' ^ ^^^^

per it?
'^^

'
*"* '^*'"'* "'^y •>« ^"^ M.

(23.) A bag conteins a certain number of sovereigns twice

"l"^m's"2f7.''fin/!'r '"^t
"^ """'^ P^--' »" the

Iml pen^
' '"™'''' "^^ ^o^e^^igns, shillings,

(21) I wish to divide £5 4s. into the same number of"3
sort'r'

""' '""""^^= '^'"^ """-y <=»'- laust I ha^e

^ oi s"o.St :? =;:Li?5;er::rand
rlXrei^r '''^ ^'•^—

*^ ..^oduci^SaTd^S

(2ft) I invest £800, partly at 4J per cent., and partlv at 5*

aTirrnis?""""!"''"
''^- -""'"ethesZTiL't^

at 44 and 5i per t ant., respectively ?

9 fflp/
^^"""^^ ^""'^'^ ^^ ^^^ '"^"' «f ^^hom there are

^erTl'^.T'^f''^*'^"^^ ^ *^"^^« "« manyartiUerya^
there are cavalry

: how many men are there nf poeh ?

(28.) My grandfather's age is 6 times my own; if I had
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been bom 100 years ago, I should have been bom 15 yearsbefore my grandfather : how old am I ?
'

(29.) There is a nmnber consisting of two figures of which

T'iT^^f^^l"^'^^ P'""^ •« 3 *^«« aat in the InV
Whit tttiit:r "^ '""""^ '' '''' '^^'^ ---^=

hi?t^ ^
u'""^'

'^°'^ *'<" ® ^«^^« (cxcIusiTo Of Sundays)

thfl/nf^^ !
^'', "^^ ^°' '""^ ''"y *»"" !« i« "''sent

;
at

w^Te absent? ''
"""" ' ^"^ -^ '^'"' "-"^ "^^^

2s^M^ iT!"^*"' f,'"''.
*"* *^ •"« P^y^ ^i^ workmen

f"
*''^; J^' <*»?' he will gain 10s. per day on the iob- if hepays them 3s. a day, he will lose 18s. : how many wrkmenare there, and what does the contractor receive per Jay^

Unas he has 34 men to spare, but increasing the side hv ln>^n he wants 39 to make up the square: h'ow m^ ^en

mifJi"ll^/^r ™'~"y "f " cannon-ball at effectiveranges i 1430 feot per second, and that of sornd 1100 fr^thow far IS a soldier from a fort who hears the rj^^rt of aS1% of a second after he is hit ?
i^" t ui a gun

J^A^ ^J"
'''^^. ^ ^ ^'^^^* ^^«^« one-sixth of its number in

3000 men; but retreats, losing a fourth of its number in

(35 ) Suppo,se the distance between London and Edinburc-h
IS 360 miles, and that one traveller starts from EdnSand travels at the rate of 10 miles an hour, wlnranZer
8 mtf: ,"

»"«.«"« fr-' London and travels at tlTte of
" '' 1" '""" ' " " ^^1'"'='* *» •^'"'- -bere they will meet.
(30.) There ttve two places 154 miles apart, from whichtwo persons start at the same time with a de ignTo mttone travels at the rate of 3 miles in 2 hours, and the otto at

1

€

t

Vvhuii wiii they meet ?

b

t]

d
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CHAPTER X.

PABTICVLAR RESULTS IN MULTIPLICATION AND
DIVISION.

78 Thbbb are several results in multiplication and division
which should be committed to memoiy, as they enable us to
dispense with the labour of performing the operations. The
tollowing cas^s occur most frequently.

I. Since by actual multiplication

&c. = &c.

we ain hence write down the square of a polynomial by the

The square of a polynomial is eqnal to the sum of the squares
of the several term^ and twice the sum of tlw products of every
two terms. ^

Thus in the last example a\ -^h\ +0^, are, respectively, the
squares of a, +6, -c; +2a& is twice the product of a and
+ h, -'2ac IS twice the product of a and -c, and -26c is twice
the product of +6 and — c.

In taking the products of the terms, two and two, it will
be found most convenient to take in order the products of
the first term and every term that follows it, then the pro-
ducts of the second term and every term that follows it, and— , — — „,...._. .._.tiii;3 tixaii ixiicc.

m
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Examples,

(1.) (a+2a;)«=a«+4(B»+4aa?.

Here +4acc is twice the product of a and + aw.

(2.) (2a-6a5)*=4a'»+26cB2-20a*.

prS::t:^^^d*'^5r"^'"'^^ -20.. is twice the

(3.) (a«»-ar+4)«=4a:*+9x2+16-ia»»+16^-a4«

o^®'^ 7-^^ ^® *^*^ ^'^^ product of^ and -ar, +16a;* of

tJ?"^
"^^ "^i"^^ ^^ -^ *"^ +*• I^ike terms ai; add^

were of ^
^'°^ ^'^ arranged according to descending

(4.) 99=* =(100-i)»=10000+ 1-200=9801.

t Exercise XXV.

Write down the squares of

(1.) «-l, a+a, 05—5, ir+3.

(2.) ac+ 1, 3a;-l, aB+3, 3a;-2.

(3.) iK2-o, 2a;y+ 1, 3a^-.2a, aa:2-4ft.

(4.) tc-y + 2, 2«+ 3^-2, a;-2y-6«, 2a;-4y + l.

(6.) 2a2+a+3, 3:**-4a+l, a2-2a-4.
(6.) Find the squares of 49, 98 and 995.

79. II Since (a+ 6) (a-S) ^a^.j., jt follows that f^^ ^ro-
duct of the sum and difference of two qnantities is equal to the
difference of their squares.

Thus (2x+8y)(2r-32/) =4.7«-9^.
(a2+l)(a^-l) =a*..ij '

(5c2+4y) (5x2-.4y) =25a!*-16y»;
(2ar»+ a^)(2x»-a*) =4^o..a»;

601 X 499 =(500+1) (600-1)
=600='-l

==249999.

a:

a:
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EXBLOISB XXVI.
Write down the products of

(1.) a!-l,a;+l; a+3,a-3; 2+aj,2-a?.

(2.) 2i5+l,2{c-l; 60+2, 6a~2; 4x+tt,4a:-a.

(3.) a«+aJ,a»-a;; a'+l,a»-l; a»+a;*,a»-a!«.

• (4.)3aH26, 3a2-2&; 4a'+2aj». 4a»-ac«; 7a*-5a»
7a<+5a».

*

(5.) Knd the products of 48, 62; 95, 105; 695, 705.

80. III. Since by actual multiplication

it follows that the sum of the squares less the product of two
quantities multiplied by their 4um is equal to the mm of their
tubes.

In the latter identity the two quantities are a and -6

;

the sum of their squares less their product is, therefore^
o^'+ja a6=a»+ft''+a6; and, since the cube of -fcia — 6»*

the sum of their cubes is a*— J*.
*

Examples,

(1.) (x«-aj-».l)(a;+ l)=ar»+l.

Here the two quantities are x and 1.

(2.) (a^+x+1) (x-l)=a;8-l.

Here the two quantities are x and —1.

(3.) (4cc»-2x+l)(2x+l)=:8x»+I.

Here the two quantities are 2x and 1, the cubes of which
are 8** and 1.

(4.) (a;*-aV+a«)(a;«+ a«)=x«+a«.
Here the two quantities are x^ and a\ the cubes of which

are as* and a".

(5.) (4x*+6x«y+9y2)(2a;«-%)=8x«-27«/».

Here the two quantities are 2x» and -8y, the cubes of
which are Sx* and —27y^
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Write down the products of

(1.) m^j-mn^-n\ m^n; l^-^pq-^-q\p^„
(2.) m«-.m+l. m+1; l+y+j«, i^q
(3.) a.»-.3a;+9, «^3; a*+4a-M6, a-4

(6.) *H*»+1, a^-lj a,ewa*«H.+^4^ ^^^,
^*

81. IV. By actual division it can be shown fy,«f /;,.

a*Thug, ?^±y

&C.SS&C.

Thus,

&C.SS&C.
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.

It may be noi«d that this due is included in the preceding

(81) by supposing the two quantities to be a; and —y. Thus
the sum of the cubes of x and —y is a^—y^, which is exactly
divisible by their sum a;—y. In fact the foifmulas of (82)
are deduoible from those of (81) by substituting —y for ym
the latter.

83. VI. Tk3 difference between any the same even powers of
two quantities is exactly divisible by the sum of the quantituz
and also by their difference.

Thus (i.)
a^-y"

aJ+y
:a-y.

(ii.)

y. =jc*—xV+ajy^—y*.

&c.=&c.

^^=a5+y,
jc-y

—"^ =a3* -f x^y+ xy^+ y^,

""^
=«*+ a;*y+ a;^*

+

a?y^+ xy*+ y*,
a;—

y

&c.=&c.

It will be observed that when the divisor is a;—y, the signs

of the quotient are all + ; and when the divisor is a;-|-y the
signs of the quotient are alternately + and — . It should
also be noted that the formulas (ii.) ire deducible from (i.) by
substituting —y for y in the latter.

Exercise XXVIII.

Write down the quotients of

(1.) a;'+ 1 find a?" + 1 divided by a; -f 1.

r.
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(2.) cc»-l and ««-.l divided by x^\,
(3.) a^^l and x^-.l divided by a;+l.
(4.) a^^l and a;*«l divided by a;«l
(5.) 4a«-9^ divided by 2a+ 3ft.

(6.) 9^«-.4a2 divided by 3a;«-2a.

(7.) ia*-a;« divided by W^d'.
(8.) Find what the quotient of o^+y* divided bv .x

(9.) Rnd what the quotient of ^^/ divided bv^^eomes when (i.) «=.3a, y«6Aii^llt^J^V
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CHAPTER Xr.

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION

84. The process by which the powers of quantities ar©
expressed as mononomials is called Involution. The powers
of polynomials when so expressed are said to be developed, ot
expanded, ^

85. We have already explained the. notation for denoting
the powers of a single symbol, as a, x, y. In aU other cases
the power of a quantity is denoted by enclosing it in brackets
with the number indicating the power above and to the right
of the bracket

*

Thus (-2a)» denotes the third power of -.2a
j (aW the

square of a%; (a^c'y the fourth power of a^bt^; (a-bf the
cube of a-6; (x*-2a;+3)» the fifth power of a;«-2.e+ 3.

86. The same notation is used for denoting powers of
powers of a quantity, brackets of different shapes being em-
ployed when necessary.

Thus (a»)« denotes the square of a»; |(-2a;v)«P the
cube of (-acy)«; {(a^-5)»)* the fourth power of (j^Uf.

Exercise XXIX.

Eetaining the given quantities, denote

(1.) The cubes of -a, 2x, Say, 2a*6»c.

(2.) The squares of 2a-l, o—6+1, ic»-l,

(3.) The squares of (a;^)^ (-2a)», (4aa;)», (8a«6cO».

(4.) Th^ cubes of {a^hf, («*-!)% (»*-3aj-».a)«.
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(5.) The^squares of the cubes of ., «2., «.., ,.,,

(6.) The cubes of the squares of -a, ^^ 4a;^l «,3^^3

Thus,

8a Sc also

Thus,

(a")«=a8.a3==a«;

II?

89. A rule has already been given in Art 7fi fn.the square of any polynomial tL .^
^"^ expanding

effected as in the mo^lt2t "^P*^"^^^" "^^^ also be

parts are arranged n ^s "^ ^2 !'' ? ^^^^^ *^« ^^"«^«

product of t^ t%l7ZrZal\ 'T ''''^' '^ ''^

^e--md, in th. third rj hTprttt If "T^ '''''''''

(^dded to twice the f^rnJ / ^^ ,
^^ ^"^'^^ ^^* A«^ <«n»

Mirrf; anJTon ^ '^"^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^« '^^^d term andU^,

111

(1.) (a+5)«=a«

(2.) (ft-o)»«6a

+ (2t-c)(-,o)«4Q.
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(8.) (a+J+c)«-aa2

+ (2a+ft)&

+ (2a+ 26+c)c=&c.

(4.) (a-6-c)*==a«

+ (2a-ftX-*)

+ (2ff-26-^cX-c)=:&c.

(6.) (a»-6+<r»-cO'»=(a*)»

+ (2a«-ftX~&)

+ (2a»-2&+c»)ca

) +(2o^-'2i+2c'-d)(^e^)^(toj^

EXERCISB XXX.
Express as powers or products of powers

(1.) {^\ i^^y, {^f, (2x»)3, (ac«)f.

(2.) (ax'r, (aV)2, (a2a;V)2.

(3.) {db<?)\ (aW)^, (2a«iV)».

Expand

(5.) (x+1)^ (2x^Sy, (a^-5)», (x»-2a8)^

(6.) (a^+ 2x+ 3)2,(a;«-3x+ 4)2,(2x»-.a^+5)»

90. Higher powers of polyncmiials are developed by the
.mnomial and Multinomial Theorems, the explanation of whichmay be found in more advanced works.

91 The process by which the roots of quantiUes aie deter-
mined IS called Evolution.

^ «w*

92. The 7»th root of a quantity is denoted by WriWnj? the
quantity under the sign y , the line above ^ing
Bometunes replaced by brackets enclosing the given quantity.
Thus, y/ %i denotes the square root of 2a

;

n

^^3 „ fcmrth

^(a«-.2a + 3) denotes

»»

ft

U*Jb'

X '+3;

the fifth root ofa'—Sn-^-Sl

•«
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by wntmg the quantity under the sign y/^r=^
Thus, yV^ denotes the cube root of V2S

;

^J-^—^ „ fourth „ ^5^.
v^o^-o^+i,, cute „ v^?c:^+r.

94. The mth root of the nth root of a r «««*;* •

•8 . root of that quantity by thTnd/ *^*'*^ "* ^'^^^

Thus, v-T- _ 8.

95. The mson of this rule will appear from the following caae-
^t x/^a=.. I^en on cubing both side, of this equation we ha.e

Squaring ^_^^
Extracting the with root,

EXEBCISB XXXI.
Betaining the given quantities, denote
(1.) The square loote of 2a;, ax\ «^«.l ^^^ji^j^

(3.) Th^^square roote of the cube roote of 3a., .«i,

^'•^

'^tLX.'"*^ °^ *^ -^ -ts of 2, 8.^1,

Express as^ of the quantities under the double^
yo.) VVa, ^^ar, ^;7^^ ^-

ai.
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W V^a^^-l, 1/^2^^:15, V^^^^^S^
96. Smco the square of a quantity is equal to the square Ofthe s^e quant,^ with its sign or signs changed, x^^lbwathat there ^ull be two square roots (if there be anyrZbeing denved from the other by a change of sigm "

rJt oTiT (!«>^=(~«)^= +-^ it follows thaJ the squareroot of +a« IS + a or -«. These two roots may be rer,r«!sented by the^bol ^a (read ^. ^w, ^^^^^have ^a«=:±a; ^*=±a;«j ^^^^±^^
Again, since by Art. 78

it follows that

-v''a^2a6+ 6»=a-5, or -a+ 6,

8a^re^l!?"r'''^ f^^'^?''
""^ «*^^" ^^^^^ determine thatsquare root of a polynomial whose leading term is + ^«other being derivable by a mere change ofs^ ^

'

^^

97. Since V^=a;-, it follows that

>v/P=a;«, V^=:a;», ^a;»=a;*;

^Wt^i^^^

byl foLXg"r ''' ^^^^-^^ -- ^'^-"y be found

(i.) ^rraw^e Me ^r/'m yi/anfi^y OAxordmg Ho ascendina ordescending jpowers of same Utter,
"^nmng or

l.!^ /;?/
^''^ ^"'' '-^ ^^' "^^ •' '^'^ •^"^'^ '^^ «/ ^^^ ^««^m<,term of the given quantitu. from, which •>. 5^ -- - - _ • -

foavi«^ thefrst difference:"^'
' "" '^'" " --«^- «-^*--^«,

(iii.> JAe yfr«< rftViW m <„,<«, ,iAayj^< term of tht root added
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III

»econa term of the root u subtracted, from thp £^^t .tuf
l^vin^thesecmddiffereme,

^^ -^^^^^ the first diff^ence,

(iv.) T^^econd divisor is twke- the fmmn * ^

"^«m: « the^^uoHentqf iheie^»dina ^^T^J^ ^^ *^'''^

^^videdbu therleadifJt^yT^ ^'^JiT^he second diffef^ce

«/ *j.^ f ««aawV »Jrm^ ^he second^ divisor. The woduei

The prooesaiB thus contimiad until the diiference is zero.

(1.) Find the square root of 9ar»-l2a; +4.

6a;-2)-12a5+4

:-12a;+4

w7f fh!
^* *^^ iB the ware loot of th^ w,v^

divisor isaxsLei.'^^,:;^^^;,^^^^^
term of tiie first difei^ee iriv. n^ 9 4^ '

*^^ ^**^°^

(2.) Find the square root of ^x^^Vl^^^^r^^^^

-*'^4fj?+6!r + l
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II^VOLUTION AND EVOZ^UTION,

The first twro terms, %^ aod -8x, are found

«7

The first two
as i» Ex. 1.

±^ -
-
" ^ 1*^ ^^ *^^e secoiid divisor = */ (2x5? -3ai)=4*«-^, the leading term Of i^bli isdivided into ^TJttie leading term Of the second dS^rence^vilwl^f^

,a;herootiQthewfer^2«?^aij--l
^^

iin«^J***^'
^"^ ?^ ^^"^ differeij^^ need, not he expi^sed

De subtracted; thus in th^./pj^going example 6a;+1 michthave been omitted from the first diffe^nce.
^ ^^^ ^^^

(3.) Find the square mt Of ^•-4a:«y+iac«ya.iactr»+9t/*

on

2aj»-.acy)ZgyfXQ^^

f..^««^L?''""^^^
^^« q^tity is arranged according

^arX f?^
^^""^ ^^ ^' *"^ *^« fi'^* t^o^'^s only ofthe first diflbrence are expressed. .

v "»

99. The reason for the rule given in the preceding Article willappear from the following .elAod of ^naidering the llllfet^pll.
1 he given quantity u there seen to be equal to

+6xV-12a?i/«+9/
that IS, to

+(2a?«-2a:y)(-2«y)

which by Art. 89 is equal to {x* -^oay-^-^^yt.

Now, since «*=(d?«)«, the first term, xy \f fK. .^» :- *i.

or ,., the leadijgtern. of the given quantit^ "iis: 'Z:^::;^
2*"(-2^y), it foHow. that the mond term -2a.>i,ihe quotient of

F 2
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follows that th« third trlratfh^^'^ 6*'y'=M3^.), it

torn of the ^^^t^Z^'^^l^lTt 1 T'''
*'^ ^^^'"«

«econd divisor. ^ ^"^^ '^® *®^**"»g term of th»

100. When the process for flTfrft/»*i-«« *u
applied to a quantity wWch I nnf^^^^ *^ '^''*^ ««* ^'«

is obtained the Za^ ofwL^ ^^ ?x^^^* ^"^'^^ * '^8«it

equal to the Sv^qlti?^'
"*'^^ *^ *^« ^-* <^^--ce is

Find three terms of the

Example,

square root of 1-ar,

l-2a;(l-.aj-
as«

i|

2-a;)-.aB

-ar»+a;S+«

ijli

The square root is, therefore, l-a;-?'

1 a?*

Henoe
0-^-?J--|'-i-

2 and remainder

2ir.

EXKRCISK XXXII.
Find the square roots of

(3.) 36X.-36.+9.
(4.) i^g^^g^.

(6.) «•+«+*.
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(7.) 4a^-ia;+Th. (8.) 4ar»-.12a.y+V.
(9.) X +4a^+6a;«+4aj+l. (lo.) a;*+2x«+3ar'+2a^+l.

(11.) .'c*-4a;»y4.6a^y2-.4a.3^+y*.

(12.) 4««-4a;»-lla;4+l4a^^5ar»-iac+4.

(13.) Extract to three terms the square root of 1 H-a?.

101. The method of extracting the square root of a numericalquantity ,s founded on the Algebraical process, as will appT by

number of figures m the root is determined by dividing the givenquantity into periods.
S '"*« gnen

..fn'r Y??!:
Vioo= 10,^10000= 100, vTdooooo=iooo, &c.,

It follows that the square root of a number between 1 and 100, that iscontammg
1 or 2 figures, lies between 1 and 10, and therefore contains

1 hgure; the square root of a number between 100 md 10000, that iscontammg 3 or 4 figures, lies between 10 and 100, and therefore con-
tarns 2 figures; so likewise the squai-e root of a number containine
5 or 6 figures contains 3 figures ; and so on. If, therefore, we divide
a number into periods of 2 figu«s each, beginuing at the units, thenumber of such periods, whether complete or not, will be the number
of figures in the root.

.

^^

,

In Arithmetic if the root is a+6+e+ &c.,

2a is called the /r5< inoWmsor,
2a+26 „ second

2a+26+2c „ third
rnd so on.

Instead of obtaining the divisors as m the previous examples, we may
f(rm them as below, where it will be observed that the sum of a
d.viRor and iU last term or digit gives the next trial-divisor.

»»

(10 a

a

Examples.

a«-|.2a6+6«4-2ac+26c+c« {a+b+o

2a+b
b

2a4.26-fc

) 2a64-62+2(ic+2/>c+c*
• 2a6+/i«

) 2ao+2b€+c'
. '2ac-h2hc+c*

:4

mi

m

1,1
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600+20
20

600+40+7

10'69'29 (300+20+7
9 0000 '

) 1 69 29

12400

M529
4529

< ji,-

In the num«ical eiample, aac the given nnrnfcw e<mtai» 3 period*

whicr^, ", r*^' t"*"""
Thi leading fignte of 2^v

rumt, I- w ""'T'*'
'^ '"«"l?«i». will be 3, «i»c the gi«n«un.b«r l.« between 90000^300' .nd 160000=400«. The woond

«rtd,ng the firet remainder 18629 by the first triaWivisbr 600; The

w1"f"
'f fe root, which h the' „nn>l»r of unite, i. obtained^^d.v.d,ng the «oend r.n«Undir 452S ^^ .i, .«»»d' trial^iVliS.

wJSS^JLr'""''
''"'"' "'' may arrange and des<iribe th.

3:

8

62

2

10'69'29(337

9

)169

134

)452S'
4529

The leading figure of the iioot is 3, the sqaare of which « f1,«
greatest square number under 10, the fiist period; the squttof 3'
subtracted from the first period, and to thb r^ .ind^r is anne'

M

^e second period 69 to form the first dividend 169. The'fimfigure of the root is doubled to give the first triaWivisoV 6 thedivision of which mto 16 indicates the second figure of the Uot

t?; rtd- '""f.''\'r '^ ^"-^^^^^ *^^^« tnal-divisor tl 01™

tL rnlf 71 '/'^''^ " ™"'"P^'«^ »>y *^« «--<* figure o^the root, and the product is «abtracfed from 169. To the remainderIS annexed the third period to form the second dividend 4529Under the divisor 62 is written its lasfdigit, and the sum forms'the second trial-divisrtr ftA tka au:„j , > . ,. .
lurms

: r, I .

"" '"^ "^^""^ ""^ ^'^s*- iiJ^ure of the roof
I.

7, because when annexed ,„ the trial^i^or to (brn, tl
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second divisor, the product of 647 and 7 is eaual to 4529. the Udt
dividend.

(2.) 2

2

44

4

481
1

*825:

5

5'83'51'23'36<2415(l

4

lis
176

751
481

27023

24125

?8d836

289836

isbribe the

I .,

P

ch Js the

•e of 3 is

I annexed

The" first

or G, the

the root,

to fonn

figure of

emaindcr

id 4529.

m forms

the root

'rm the
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CHAPTER XII.

'^^^ BIGHESV COMMON MEASUnR

that letter involved in it
*''* ""Shest power of

Thiisa^_2«:f4igof'2dimensionsina:-
3,/«-t9„ «• ,

4 dunens^ona in ,, and "^-fe^Hcis^oJa dinSlSi;'"'*

"o'f^tntltX'"'"' "^ *'^''"'^' « "»« ''»''<"' »-c^«.

..^.^Strve^at^r fnt-c^e^.'-'^
^pr^ion.. . ,„

i«|...^dir.*:„X:r::h"^::^L^'^-^ «"«

mus 1, 4, a, and b are measures of 4a»- 7 «« j
are measures of 3*« + a« ; 5 Jx^I^^a:.'^''"''''^'''^^
of 5a;» (a;-i) (y2_i),

' ' '
^' ^^^ ^''-1 are measures

cxpressioj In order th^„f^.° ""'"'^''t'on with whole

qu»ntityitmns?bTmuitilZr' V""^ » --^""iple "f a

oonnecticai with ^aa;» rrZ^iK.Q ,
^'^'^

'
"= ^ + ^' because they iDvoIre fractions;

- - -, -, -, *, X-, ana ^-i are measures of dax\x^l)^
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w,m any
power of

'—Sisof

fnvcrfves

i>asare

Itiplied

md the

da?+l
3asnre8

e&inre

whale

leof a

K;and
I by a
-y-

scdin

tions;

because the quotient of the latteTdi^i^^dJ^"!^^
lormer is a whole quantity.

^ ^ ***®

^ 1 ^ i*/ i-i or — 1, that divisor being taken whinh «,.iimake the fi.«t term of the quotient posit^e
^^ ""

i_ X, « -^^ *"** ™^tjplier being taken whioh w*iimake the first t«rm of the product positive
^ ^^^

^^Z^,i::^ZTt''^''
'' ^^-^ - ^-3, and of

ifl^tJ^'Z'"''^
^''^^^^y ^*« ameasureoftwoormore others.It

^«
«aid tobe a cammon ^«^«re of those quantities

"^

lHus 2x IS a common measure of 4x* and 2:t^^ix and a;-

1

isacommon measure of a.-2, x«-2x+l, and
^.^{^''^'"'^

109. The %Ae5^ co«»7»o» mea^e of two or more quantitiesIS the common measure of highest dimensions and^Snumencal coefficient or coefficients.
greatest

Thus the common measures of 4ar» and Qx^y are

1, 2, X, 2a;, at*,

?nrM^'^*K'
^"^ '' "^"'^ **^ ^^*^^««* ^^"^'"on "eamin.(H.O.M.)

;
the common measures of 4(.i»-.l) and 6(a;-l)*

1, 2, aj~l, 2(a;-l),

of which the last is the h.o.m.

110. We shall consider the process for finding the ho

m

mthe three following cases, naraely-I Wh^ one oTf^^
quantities is a mononomial. 'll. WhL thero^nrittesarl

III When the two quantities are polynomials, one or b^of which have mononomial measures.

111. I. (i.) When the given quantities consist of two ormore mononom,^, ,/.e,V h.c.m, is the product ^1he7^Z
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H^ TffEHIOHEST COMMON MMASUm.

If'!''

^^ ~;^*f^ «>#i:fe«Ar rindtU highest p^wer^or pow^,^commm to the «etwu? given, quantitm.
^

Examples.

(1.) Find the H.O.M* ofl8aA»a;a and 16a»J«;

Hoife tb©o.(3iM»'of 18 and 15 is 3;

the highest power of a common to both is a ;

and thaw idti0 power of vs cominon to both

;

.% H.diM. is Saft".

(2.) Pibd the H.aM. of m^y^; 16aj^yy, aod ^^8*^^
The O.O.M. of 12, 1^, and28 is4;
the highestpowers ««ommoa totthe thwequaal^ji^ is «> -

" " y H « y:

m"(ii.) Tl^ H.O.M. of a mononomial and a polvnam '

IS the H.OM. of the mononomial a^d the h.c.m. of Kvll^t^s_of the-polynoimal; andma^befonnd t^ tlie^^^^^

H^M. of. Usscverviterm
: then^^. of this umUfa^^Z^tht givm ymmmmial wUl he the h.o.m, rnuirH,

^^^"^ """^

Examples^

(1.) Find the auo.M. of 6a6' and 8a'»ft»-I2a363

Here 8»*^-12tt»ft*=4«»d2Y2j-3a) where 4«2A2 ,„ xu

the B.O.M. taiaired. ,

»«i ooo is jo«

,

waere D^-^-i- is ««, H.C.M. of 10*V^, m^'K and aftc^^V-'
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TffR^mirEST COMMON MMJiSURB: 1%^'

ai«t the H.0iIffi^oft5a!%^W and!l6«2^ is :5a»^«^; therB.oJi.
requiwd;^

ExEROMK xxxni.

Fiud the H.o*ii. of

(1.) 12aJ» and 16a«^. (a) 15a«i and 20a5«.

(3.) 9aa;y and 36a!y«. (1) 9aary and 16o*rz.

(6.) 42aVy and 35a»*«^^ (6^) ^cv^^ and 3a«ftuv>i^

(7.) 8a*ft, 12a»62, and IGa^fta.

(8.) 80aa?*y«, 426a^y«/and l&aV.
(9.) 4a6« and 12a2Jar-*8a5«y.

(10.) lOajac and 30a»ft»+46aa6*.

(lb) 10a*«a^ and 42ttd^aj.*-7(»*<y^

(laV 8rt«*t(7 ^uid 12ii%»-^2*ji6»«>w»if3i5fe

11^ p, y^^^'^V^fBimA^^^^^
a*tndn6io«ffM'm«aatni&Xotl^'iil#i iinft^); invdt^^^iww^rs-of

^

a single letter, their h.o.m. can-be dl«iedibfthb!bll6w^
ifileo-^

(i.) Having arrangedm ffivmqtwmimUdmmn^d d^mid^

'

ing pmvers, choose thai one whick is^a <^^ lower dimensions than
the other as divisor,

(ii.) Divide this into th^ other muHiplied hy the least number
which will make its hading term a multiple of the leading term
0/ the divisor. When this number is unity, actual multiplication
may he dispensed with,

(iM.y Divide ih& first d4ffinnce- hyiKie^U^^
Tmhsme contdifved in it: Whhitkii' rrmsureis'^-l, achica
division may be dispensed wit¥i'

(m ^ejmtWB^^ii^^ (ii>>, (iif.), wW^mprnmh^smt
quotient (07- diference) andm first dimbr;:andmon;vMMte
# e 44/1 //'J Ft AAI*4itVX ^^

The lust divisor will be the &.O.iki. required. -
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It will be observed that no fpactions occur in the process
iind that the leading signs of all diyisors are made positive.

'

Excmples.

(1.) Find the h.o.m. of ac«-7a;+5 and 3««-7a?+i.

8aj«- 7aj+ 4

ae»-7«+6)6a:«-14a;+ 8(3
'<% 6iB«-21a;+16

Here smce ttie dimensions of the two given quantities ar<,equal, either one may be made the divisor. 2a;«-.7a^+6 beingtaken as divisor, 8x«-7a:+4 is multiplied by 2 n orde^ tomketbe leading term 6^ a multiple of the iLl^g tern 2^of the divisor. The first difference 7«-7 is divided by itehighest mononomial measure 7.

«^viu©a oy its

Ji**"^
''®''* ^P "^"^ *"^ 2a^-7x+6 are to be treated inthe same manneras the given quantities.

«!-l)2!B«-.7a; + o(2a;

ac«-2aj

—6) -5a;+6

The leading term of 2x«-7«+6 is a multiple of theleadincterm of 0.-1 and therefore the multiplication of the f^e?by 1 18 omitted. The difference -5.+5 is divided byTtehighest mononomial measure -5.
^**ueu oy iw

be treated as the previous quotient and divisor wei«.

flj—Da—in
«-l'
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The^process thus terminates and the H.aM.is thahttt dirisor

Whenever as in the second step the difference is a multipleof the dmsor, the division may be continued and the work ofthe last step avoided. Thus
«iu »iie wor* or

«-l)2««-7a;+5(2(B-.5

—6a;+6
—6a;+5

The whole work may be arranged as foUows :

2

aB^-7aj+5)6x«-14aj+ 8(8
6a;»-21(B+15

7)_^- 7

»- l)ar««7a;+6(2«-3
2ar»-2a;

H.O.M.s=a;— 1,

(2.) Find the h.c.m. of a;«+2«-3 and a;«+5.r+ 6.

a:*+2(B-8)a;«+5a;+6(l

^-l-2a;-8

8)ac+9

H.0.M.a:aJ+ 8. -a;-8

Here t^e multiplication of .t»+6(r+6 bv nnifv 4- .,««--^
Bifcry. 1he other steps are similar to Ex. 1. '

'"

(8.) Find the h.o.m. of 2a:»-7«-2 and 2x»-:c-6.
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2a;*- a;~6

-l)-a;.+2

H.0.]{.ssiBrr2.

a—2) 2x»-.«-.6 (2»+3

8a;-6

jiiSsD*—

6

Here 2ae*—oj—6 ia used as^divisor iik the second step, the
dimensions of the first difference being 2. The partial
quotients a?, 1 of 2a;*-7a;rr2.and.a^-T;2»'-T4jdi?ided by
2a5^-a;~6 are separated by a comma. to distinguish them
from partei of an ordinary quotient.

(4.) Bindthd ^.€U(. of

4««+.8aj-rl0 and 4a^+7a5«-8a;-16.

4ar'+3x«-10g;

v4aj«4 705—16

t

H.o.u.=s4x— 6.

,4a;»f8a;~lQ

4«-§)4a;«+8a;-10(a;+ a
4fl5*— 6aj

8ar-10

8X-.10

In this example there is no necessity to introduce or
suppress any mononomial factors.

' <:Hi^.Th0 pR)c«»of the foregoing examples will frequently
eiittDie un to uiid buu fi.u.M. ui poljuuiiuaui iaT(Mvuig pow^ra
of sereri^ le|tOTp, as in the following
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partial
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Find the h.o.m. of 2x«+a3y-8y' and 3a^—4a;y +y*

2

6xH3a;y-9y»
-- lly)>-llg;y -Hly'

»-y) 2«2+xy-Sy* {%;+

%

Sfec*—^y
3a;y-8y«

Her^ ^cmononomial ^E^jtor —ily is snppie^yed.

lis. The reason for the rule in Art. 113 will appear ii»m,t^.|bWoir-
ing piopositioii and its appUcatien in t)M next Art..

'SWhmfm» qmtaityis a measure of twoother^.ikmiili^Mttsm'^iktiwm
Anddi^erenoea^antfmuliipleMofihem,

Let the quantities be A, B, € ; and let A measure B and C, so thai
^=TOi4, (7=sn-4, where m and n are whole quantities.

Take any multiples pB, qC of ByCy where p and g are any whole
quantities whatsoever. Then, since p^ =:ji7mi4, qC=^qnA,

pB±q€=pmA±qnA = (pm±qn)A,

//

^

r =*=y rmptn±qn ;A
that i8| Jl M a meMure tyl pMttqC^ the ««m ortltfioencv of «ny
multiples of B and C, because the quotient jwiijn is * wlwle
quantity.

Thus, 2jp«, which ia a .measure of 6x" and Bx% will measure

116. Suppose, now, tliat A "^nd B denote two polynomi^s (as id
Art. 113X neither of which oontains « mononomial measure other than
iiuity ; uuu iet the dimensions of A be not greatw than the dimensions
of B. Divide A into B multiplied by a mononcmial whole quantity «,
which makes its first ttnu a luulUplt «f thft tirai term of jIj and

' i

ii
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4ivide the difference (7 by the highest mononomial measure which it
contaias, and let the quotient be D,

B
a

A)aB(h
bA

D

^^r'?^^""^ "^"f ^ "^"^^^ ^' *^* ^•^^^"^^ 0^ ^^o multiplesof A and B w a multiple .f all the common measures of A and A and
therefore of their B,n K.

'

Again, every common measure of C and A is a measure of C+bA, or
«^, and therefore of B, because A has no mononomial measure.

Hence the h.cm. of A and Bis the same as the h.c.m. of A and (7,which IS the same as the h.cm. of A and Z>, because A has no mono'nomial measure.

The problem is thus reduced to finding the h.cm. of ^ - D
.«! !^

'""" quantities A and A .re then treated in p.ecisely the

terminr°°"'/n ""l"^''
'^"^ '''' ^''"^ *" -«*•»"«<» «»«! it

Hence the last divisor in the i^hm^ promm witl be the hcm
required.

f*^*— wiu oe tiie h.cm.

a

I

EXKBCISB XXXIV.
Find the h.c.m. of

(1) 3iK» + 2«;~21 and 5a)»^iac-.6.

(2.) 2«»+^~3aiidai«-4a; + l.

(8.) x'-Stc-t-e aod ic'-ftuH^a

(1) **^-l(k-i-21 and «»~2«-16.
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(5.) 2^«-f-a;"16an(i2«2.19ic+35.

(6.) *'-4a; + 8and4x«-9a^-.l5aj + i3
(7.) a*+lOx+ 25 and aj» -|- ISa^+ 75.^; + !.»;,

(8.) a,»-6ar«+ llds-6 and a;3-!B«-l4^.4.'24

(9.) a^-3a^~9a; + 27and3x«-a^-.27cc+9,
(10.) 3i,^-22«+32 and a;»-lla;2+32a;-28.

(11.) 7«2-12u;+ 5and2a;3+ a;3-8a; + 5.

(12.) 5x^+2.r;2-.i5a;.-6and 7a:3__4^2_22a; + 12
(13.) 2ur'+9*H4a:-.15 and 4.^»+8xH3x+20

'

(14.) x^-6u;2+lla:-6 and x'-'l^-m^^^UxA,^
(15.) a;*-2«;«+l and «*-4a^+6a;2--4a;+ l.

(16.) x^+ xi/^Uy^ and a;*-6a;y+6«/*.

(17.) 2^H3a;y+y2and3.^2+ 2*y-ya.

(18.) ar»-f ic^y +a5y+y2 ^^d ie<~y».

(19.) oa^+26a;«/+33y2an(' 7a)2+l9a;y»6yt

(20.) 3aj*-a:«^-2y and 2a:H3x^y-2a;V«8a;y3.

noi?i!i
^' '^^^ ?'^''- ''^ *^^ polynomials involving mono:Domial measures is found as follows

:

irloT f "'^l''''^
''' mononomial measurr. Then

nomta^,factors and the h.c.m. of the polynomialfaJors.

K'joimpJe.

Find the h.c.m. of

8a;V + 12*»y-j.ir«2^ and ^y»-%a^f^l2xy\
Here the given quantities are equal to

4x«^2/«-f.3a: . ?ndQxy\^^x»-2).
The H.O.M. of 4:rV ano S.

.
' is 2a;y; and the h.c.m. of

2a;»+3x + l aud x«-tc~2 13 .c + 1,

/. the Hc.M. required m 'hiy^xi-l).

118. 7h. ^ .. . .r three polynomi.ds js the k.c.m. of

• ti

one and of the h.c.m. of the other two.
aoj
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Pmd the H.c.it. of o^-l, a;Ha»«-.3, and 2a;* + ae»+8«+3.
JWie H.C.M. o/jc*-! MHi a;*+2»«^3 is i««-l ; and the h.o.m.
of *«-l and 2^*+ar»+3aj-faifta;+l, theH.G.M. required.

Ex»BCBH! xxxy.
Find the Ao.M. of

(1.) 12^^aJ*--27aa;« and 2aV+o«x«-3a^.

(2.) iac«+40»+8Oand4a^-^>^6»«-84a?.

(8.) 2aj»-6x8-4a^ and 3iB*-3a:»-iaB.

(4.) 2a;«+a;-3, *«-!, and cB»-{.4a;-6.

119. When aU flie component fectofs of the given ovan-
titles are known or can be determim % the aojc. laay be
fottfid by the mfe of Alt. 111.

^ ^

JEocampIe».

(1.) lfndth6B.o.M. of

4(a;-iy(a;+2)»and 6(«-l)»(a5+2).
TheccM. of4and6is2;
the highest power of x~l eomaon to both is («-.!)•;

.'. the H.0.II. required te 2(*- 1)^ (« -j. 2^,

(2.) Find the H.aM. of

8a^(a;«~l), 12aa:V-l), and 20a9<a:«-I).

By Art. 80, 8««a;(a!»-l)^8^a.^iVa5»4.(ir-hl);

fjfAvt.79, 12rt«^(aJ*-l)«12<RcV- !)(«»+ 1)

Iff
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iiiiiTr rriiira

Now the O.O.M. of 8, 12, and 20 is 4 •

the highest power of a common 1» the three quantities is a;
l>

»

«

rc-l
n

n

%t » aj;

a?— 1;and the other factors .+1, .^+1, ^+,,.1 ,,, ^^^
';,J^^^

:. the H.O.M. required is 4aa;(x-l).

EXBEOKB XXXVI.
Find the H.O.M. of

{l.> 2a(a^-a)« atid 8aii;(a;>a)(a!-a).

(^.) a«*-*^aflf+o and 2a'a:»— 2a«.

.

(4.) a;«-l, a;»+i, an^ ^^i
(6.) aj+2, a!*-4, and a;»+8.

(ao asB^-fil, ar»-.6«+9, and ac»-.18«.

02
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CHAPTER XIII.

TBB LOWEST COMMON MULTIPLE.

nfi^' y^^^'.^T ^"*^*^*y ^ a multiple of two or more
oinere, it is said to be a common multiple of those quantities.

I'^^'^.l^LK^J''''^''''
multiple of ac and 3x^; and15<a?-I) of 3, 6, J6x and a-JL

^ -^^l*
?^^® ^r^^ '^^^« ^^w^^*>^e (I'O.M.) of two or more

quantities is the common multiple of lowest dimensions and
least numerical coefficient or coefficients.

aamer
^^ *^^ ^o"owing common multiples of 2a; and Sx\

6x», I2a;», 18a;S,

6xS i2< 18«^ (&c.,

the first 6a;» is called the lowest.

tvd^lJ^^
^'^'^' ^^ *^° ^«a»tities is found by the following

(1.) 1/ they contain no common meamre except unity their
I..C.M. is their product.

Thus, the l.c.m. of 4a; and lab is 28afca5.

..
^"'"^ ^ !t^

':''''^''^ "* ^^'^'^ w^asttre, thei^ l.c.m. #. «y«a?
to one 0/ th^g%ven quantities multiplied by the Quotient of the
other divuled by their n.OM.

^ j me

. l^J^}^.
generally found most convenient to express the

S..V.-.. 5w iiiv pAvuuvi/ of a«Teral nustors.
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Examples.

. (1.) Find the l.o.m. of 6a;«y and 9xy^,

The H.O.M. of these quantities is 3a^.

.*. bytherule, L.c.M.=^^x9«ya=18a;«y«.

(2.) Knd the l.o.m. of 2x«-7ic+6 and 3*2-7a;+4.

The H.O.M. is found to be a- 1; and since .%i~7a;+5
37"•1

=2'c-.5, the L.O.M. will be (2x—6) (30.-2-70;+ 4).

ArtU;le-~*
^°^^°^^°« »* *^« P^o°f ^^ ^he rule given in the preceding

Let the two quantities be denoted by ^ and B, and their h.c.M. byC; andletA^aO, £ = bC, where a and 6 ar, whole expression, which
have no common measure except unity.

Then, since the L.C.M. of a and 6 is a5, the L.C.M. of aC( = i4) and

C C C' C'^'

124 ne L.O.M. of three quantities is the L.O.M. of any one
and the l.o.m. of the remai7iing two.

The L.O.M. offour quantities is the L.O.M. of any one and the
L.O.M. cf the reTnaining three.

And so on.

Example.

Find the l.c.m. of 3ry«, Qxys^, and lOx^yz^.

aJ^\ '"^f.^'^l ^f^'' ^""^ ^•"^'' ^ ^^^"^; a°^ ti»e l.o.m. of
Qx^fz^ Rad lOcB^y^* is 30;cV««.

125. When all the component factors of the given quan-
tities are known or can be found, their l.o.m. may also be
obtained by multiplying the l,o m= of the numAri''/tl fact^-^^ ^--^

the highest power or powers of the "several fact<yrsthatZcuiin
the given q%ui7itities.
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rm LQWMSr COMMON MULTIPLE.

m

(1.) Find the l.c.«i. of Ga^yza^ 4^52^3^^ ^j^^ ^y^^m L.C.M. of 6, 4, and 8 is 24; the highest power of xwhich occurs amongst the factors of the given quantities is
fl^^and the hig;hest powers of y ^d « are, respeci^yely, y»

Therefore the l.gji. required is 2l4aJ*^V.

^2.) Find the i.o.m. ctf 15ai(a-ft), 21<a+JX«-ft), and
ooo\a+ 0^,

« J^ I'^'lf ^b u^'
*^^^ ^ ^^^^ *»^« ^^g^^* P^'^ers of

«, 0, 0-6, a+6, which occur amongst the given qrtantities
are, respectively, a, 6», a-i, o +ft.

^ " '

'

inierefore the L.aM. required is lO^ah^i^'-hXa +1),

(8.) Find the l.o.m. of aj^-l, a;«-l, and a^+1.

Here a*-l = (a?+lXaj«l);

aj»-l=:(a;-lXa;»+a:+l);

/. theL.O.M. = (a;tlXaJ-lX«!*+a;+ IXar'*»+l^
= (£«»-.lXa^Ha;^+l). ^ '

EXBBOISB XXXVU.

Find the l.o.m. of

(1.) dabx, 2hxy. (2.) 8a»a^, l%^y, (3.)
^ja^ j^^ ^^

(4.) 8a»fec, 12a&2c, 24aftc2.

(5.) 126cM», 16cav2, 20a6w;2, 40a»%a.

(6.) «:«-7a!+ 12,a:«-.«-6. (7.) ap^-^a^-S.^B^+ia+l
(8.) 3a5«-.Ha;+6,aK2~7a;+a

(9.) a^-4aa52+ 6a»a;-2a»,sB»^2a«a;-4a».

(10.) 8(a:»-l), 12(a:-l)«.
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(12.) ar^a!+y), ajy(a;--y), j^tc+y).

(1 ; a<+o'ft,a6-J2,a«-.i».

(14.) 2a<a;H«4-l), ac^-S, 4a5«-4.

(15.);>2+^^^_^2^^^^

(16.)p«-l,; -l,p«-l.

(17.) (a-6) (a-p), (d«.o) (i^a), (c^) (^-6)^
(i&) 8a%(a-.6), 12a6(i-a), 3(a«-6»), V'aS^-^ijl^

(
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CHAPTER XIV.
«

FBACTIONS. '

126. Whbn one qmntity is not exactly divisible by another
the quotient is represented by writing them in the form of a
fraction.

—2
Thus, —g denotes the quotient of ~2 divided by +8;

—2a
^^-^ the quotient of -2o divided by -3a5; ^-^ the

quotient of a;-l divided by a:'»--3a;+4.

^?7'.:^ ^™?*'*'° '^ ''^^ ^^^^^ in ^»^«® ^y multiplyfnir
or dividing the niuaerator and denominator by the same
quantity.

'+3 +3x3- +9' -8- -8^-4= +82'
-.20_-2(H--5 +4 -4 -4x1 -$
-25--26-J—5=+5J +5=+6x|=+y'
a

h

ac

he

—ax

^-S - (2x-3) (a^ + 1) = ar>-a--3'

128 The «tatement fn the preceding Article depends on the twofollowing propositions:—
'"j ».wo

L mnumeri^al mlm of a fraction is vnnltered by mnlUplyina ord^md^ng tts numerator and denominator by the $ame qmntity.
(i.) Let a, 6, m, he integer*. Then, since

^ denote a of the b pwt.
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89

o . a

a

b mh

. . (1)

. . (2)

. (3)

Before considering the ease where a, 6, m are 'factional, we flhall
show how the operations of multiplication and division of numerical
fractions must be performed.

Let a, 6, c, d, m be integers. Then, since ~ =m, it follows tha4
c

a mc a^_ ma
b c b h .

Bntby(3), ^=*^fna_mao
b ^

bo

, a md_mac
"6 ^ ""

6c
. (*)

Hence, >^ r ^^ multiplied by an integer m a fractional fomtf 4h«

product is a fraction whose nunierator is the product of the numeratora
and denominator the product of the denominators. If, now, we. wish

to find the product of- and -, where 5 is not equal to an integer, the

operation of multiplication must be in accordauce with this rule * for
any application of the term multiplication to cases where its primary
meaniug (which is repetition) does not apply, must not be inconsistent

with the cases where it does apply.

, a G ao

"b'~d'^bd
. (5)

Again, smoe division is the inverse of multiplication, both in its

primary and extended applications, it follows from (5) that

bd d~b
_^acd

^bcd
by (3)

ac d .

=8 ; •>! (S)

fr;



f'wP i^ACTiOA^

JUm

'"
-.!'..'l;~. 'I III HI 1,1, immi,^

by(a)

0ei^ it mm, that tjie ,w»M*.t «f tM ft»ctian f d^yidiKi by

2 M eqoAl to th« product of ? end i? ; that is,
c I

(ii.) Now, let «, », m be fractional, which will indade the t«,ewhere some of them may be integers.

Ut
9 • tf

Thtik
6'ry7

**' <*>«

"} t

ax cm

2.'ai-Ji^=Sby(6)
mo c z cz ^ '

bjrC*)

II. If, i» th. fraction ^ a and 6 denote positive and negative
quantities, the sign of fhe fraction depends on the ^iirns of *h. »

and on multip y.ng or dividing by a positive or negative quantity hev

:i:ri:ai;r
"•"'^•' ^^^ ^^^ .^^ ^^ ^^« ^--^ ^^"^tt



FRACTlOIfS. ^

dIvitUd by

» the icMe

negative

the uu-

unlike,

ity thejr

herefore

For example, multiplying by - 1,

+2_ -3 , 2
•X3~ -Z%~ + o » * positive fraction

j

+3-.-3 3 . ,^—X4 ?= -2 » * "*8***^« fraction.

129. A fraction which involves firactional coejKcients in the
teriflp of tha numerator and ^enoiLinatar can alwa^ be
reduced to one whose numerator and denominator are whole
expresfiiMs by multiplying the BimMorator and dencn|d|!^tor
by the L.N*'.M. of tLa several denominators.

•y. A

^^^' W^^£V\ ^^ ^f®^®®^ ^y multij^ying numeiii^r

and denominator by 12, the L.0J1. of %, 4^ #ad Ci, to the

equivalent from^^^g.
190. A fraction is said to be in Iwrnisk Urma when its

numerator and denominator contain no coipmon measure,
excep^ unity. Hence a frg,cti(m m r§d%u!ed to loweU t^rms hy
dividing iU numerator aiid dertitminatw hy their H.C.M.

Excimples.

(1.) Reduce ^ipp- to lowest tenosk

The H.o.ai. of 8o«6»a; and 12a«6«y is 4o«6«.

a;'—

1

(2.) Beduce ^xi ^ lowest terms.

TheH.o.M. ss aj+ 1.

/ON i>^ aB«+3a;-2
^ ,

(8.) Iteduce 2^8-1^ 2 ^ ^^^ term*

The H.O.M. = 2a;— 1.

2x»+3a;-lJ a;+2
• ra "^ ^
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I

Exercise XXXVIII.

Reduce to lowest terms

—

•1 \ 15a^x
(2.)

act/

(6.)

(8.;

(11.)

(13.)

(16.)

C^a%^

9a6»-18a«&

gr»-.l
(9.)

^—75+10^ ,

oj*—a;--2
'

3 + 10a;+ 8a^

jf-6x—9

(6.)
«2-r

(4.)

(7.)

(10.)

5a&

x-2

a;-3_

<^^-> -^-^'•

(U.)

(16.)

gr'-3a;-7Q

a^-39a;+ 70*

_12«2-l5a,+ 3

(17) gy*--4ag*y*
•^ iB«-6ar»y+iacy^"i:%»*

131. Fractions are said to be like or wwZiVfcc, according as thej
have the same or diflferent denominators.

(18.) ^-^^y+^v'-v'

2a

3»

Thus ~, - are like fractions, as are also ^* 2a
, %

* ^ a;2-r i^l' 3f/

are unlike fractions.

132. Unlike fractions are reduced to like fractions by mul-
tiplying the numerator and denominator of each fraction by the
quotient of the L.o.M. of the several denominators divided bv
its denominator.

The common denominator will accordingly be the lcm
of the several denominators.

,

" '
'

Examples,

(1.) Reduce
||, ^ to like fractions.

The L.fl.ii. of 3& and id « 12H
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5a&

h3

Qgasthej

2a_ . 2«i

8 &i( WIM?-

ion by the

ivided by

he L.C.M.

93

The multiplier for the first fraction is^^-M •

. 2a__8o<f
" Wma'

The multiplier for the second fraction is ^2*^=36.
id *

. 3£_ 96c

(2.) Reduce -i. ,_?_ to like friictions.^

diw5:i'l^r: ril7'
^-^ ^^^-*' *^^ ^-*^-t cf Which

(3.) Reduce x—i a;—2x2
to like fractions.

The L.O.M. of the denominators is a^-1, the quotients of
which divided by x^l, x^+x+l,^^i are, respectively,
x'+ x-i-lj «— 1, 1.

ag~l _a;^-2a;-hl

Exercise XXXIX.
Reduce to like fractions ;—

(1.) -
,

1 2
a b

2

(2.)
1 1 2 3
a« • ab' <^->

i ' i^ '

^y,

a -a ^ ax'^xy'axy ^^""^
a;-! ' i=Cl

'
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^^^•^i'^i+1'^?^*

(12.)
2 8 1

(«;+2)(a;-l) * (l-«) (2-*) * (aj-.2) Cx+2)

(18>) «H
1 1 1

n4> 1 1 1

1'5

Addition and Subtbaotion.

189. l?!Mft tipmtk)sso& of udditfon and sabtrft«tic« of fmc-
tions may be denoted by the signs + and — respeotit^ly.

Thus, <A««amo/—j, ^^-g, <ww?~^, may be denoted by

a , -2ft g?-2

iad ^A^diyfemiw Mt««en -^ _ andJ^, by

4g; aj—

1

Thus fdso +? denotes the fraction ? to ft« <iiMed to, and

—J
the fraction | to Be S9tbtracted frvm some qnantity not

expressed.

184. Sums and diflTerences of fractions when expressed as
single fractions are sadd to be iimptijkd, the operation being
performed according to the three following Tuk» :-*-

(U) Themm of any nurnber of likefractiont is a hke/raction
whote numerator it the sum of their numerators, ,!

Thus, ^-¥^'"'¥^^=^^^^^^^^^^'^1
as—1 aj-1 a>—

1

x—1 ^Z^
(ii.) The difference between tm likefractions is a likefraction

whem nurmrutoris the difference between their rmnemt^t.



39>

W

nf of frtc-

denoted by

ed tOf and

Rntity not

tressed as

tion being

"'•••• •"
I

1 1 1

(1.) S^=4- ^ =,!«!::4-€_5»*io

(2.) -.^•jr::?«=:^±^ 6»

*s%!r:£±5-jB2+6aj+8
a^+1

It appears fiom the preceding rules that

and oonyersely
; in other urordi, <A« mbir<^ti^, tjfnfmcHim

I rr^tl^ ^A^of*Won of a l^kefraction,v^hlZu^
tn the nunerat^^theformer with its^ ^^, chan^

Thus,

folded ly^r^^ng the unliks to UkefracH^. and procej^

Maximplei,
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9^ FRACTION.

Siiu^ the L.O.H. of hctcatdh\& <ibc, this sum is equal to

*« b' c a-fft+c

abc~
*

abc'^abc-4ibc.

,(2.) Simplify i}„ + li-/^ j^. :

The L.C.M. of the denominators is 1—a*/

. 1 . 1 ' » 2ft 1-a 1+a 2(»

. l-a+ l+&-2a=—J---^
^

.

_2-2a

1+a

(3.) Simplify(^ -^ _ pl^.

The L.O.M. of the denominators is (a+y)* («—y)* =

. 1 1 J•^
(aj+y)« - pi::^ - (a;-yy»

(fg-yy y*-^„ (a'+yy

.; . . . ^. ac»~2a;y+y«-3^+a;«^a^>-2a^-.y»

(aj»-y«)« .

Simplify—

a) s+5-

EXKBCISE XL.

w i4'
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lal to

a"

!-y)« =

2

97

(10.) ,-?^2 +=-!-,

... 1 2

-7 . 2a-3ft 3a-26 a-86
^^•^ 3 4 6~

(110- +A+o^' ri9^? ^ 2x-3

fiQN ^ + ^- a-rl 1 1 i(i^^
.^T^TT+o^-.TI • W 2(..-.i)-^+ 1)-^-

ne^ 21 05+3

n9\ 2— 2 1

/on \ <^
_ OC

(21

)

^
J

ft c
•^ (aj-&)(a;-c)+ (a;-cXa;-a)+(a;-a)(aj-5)

(a;-a)(x-6)(aj-c)'

(gg\
jg— <a^ ag— ft a;— c

^ -^ («-&X«-c)'**(ft-aXft-c)+(;i:6)(^a)*

135. A mvx<id qmntity is the sum of a whole expression and
a fraction ; as, for example,

a+5, ar»-l +J^, .xS_£rA.



9» FRACTIONS.

186. A mixed quantity may he expressed as a fraction by

considering a whole expression as a fraction whose denominator

is unity ; and conversely, a fraction may be caressed as a

miaxd quantity when part of its numerator is a multiple ofiti

denominator.

JSxamplea.
^

a.) ac+5=T+a=--T- •

r«v _ 1 a?—1 I af
(2.) a'-l+^i=-T +a.+l=^+I'

It will be observed here that -a*+l=:--Ca^-l)=r -*-^.

(4.) Express —
x-k-l^

as a mixed quantity,

«»

On dividing 2a^—3a;-|r4 by a+l we get qisotient 2a;—Sand
remainder 9.

X-\-l 05+ 1

(5.) Express -^^~^^^^ aaa mix«d qtiantily.

In this case the qnotieniis a;-f 2, and remainder —a;+L

a;*— a!+ l «''— oj+ l

a;-l= a; +2-
a^— aj + 1

'

Here the + before the fraction ischanged to — by changing^
at the same time the signs of ^)i thp terms in the numerator
^a;+l.
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99

Simplify—

(1.) 1+6.

(4.)|+a-l

(7.)3-^

.

(9.) 4 ,3_

EXEBOZSE XLI.

(2.) 5-1.

(6.) ??-a+i.
X (6.) 2+^.

•.r:...

(8.) 4-^t:2a;+3

(^^•^—6-«- (11.) 2-

(I2.)4aj-1-M±l
a;+3

Express as mixed quantitiefi—

a+ ft'

(13.) cca+ a;y+3^-?^3^:-y

a6+ c

a

2a!2-aj-H8

X

(22.) ?i-3a;"+2

(14.)

(17.)

(19.)

(15.)
rtaj—l

X (16.)

(la) trSar+ea?

(20.)

(25.)

^:::i*

2x2-a;+ l
"

3«

(21.)

(24.)

4 + 2a;

1 + 07 *

ag^— a;+ 5

a^+l~

MULTIPLIOATION.

a^m^noitma Whole quaiitiiy, are to be nmltiplied toget^
^>^ JS^'""

^^.Pw with the multipHca4isigir
• (dot), between theto. ^ '

Thus |x|, or
I . I

denotes that | is to be multfi^ied bj^

C. 03— 1 2k*—3 , .
'-^?

d' IT '

a5«-i
denotes the product of ^ri and ^^"^

' X —Saoj denotes the nro<

c

2a
-i V ^.^1 auu — oajc.

h2
I*'



ido FRACTIONS.

Bams and differeuceft when they aie factors must bo

enclosed in brackets.

Thus,
a a

» »(«'—aaj+x"^) denotes the product of -^ , and

a*—aas+ar*: _^—(x+^j denotes the product of -^— and
x+a\ x/ aj+a

f(g+?- ?l\ denotes the product of 4^ and
1\2 X fxr/ J^—l

^ , a. x—2/x . 3

X x'—

2^ ;7^*

138. Multiplication of fractions is performed according to

the following rule :

—

The product of any mtpiber of fractions is afraction whose

numerator is the product of their numerators and denominauyr

the prodvM of their de.iominators.

A whole quantity is to be considered as a fraction whose
denominator is unity; and sums and differences of fractions

and mixed quantitieg must first be reduced to iractions.

(1.)

Exa/mples,

as'—

g

' ax _ (a;"—a^x _ g—

a

2aa; «+a 2aa;(a: + a) 2

Factors common to any numerator and any denominator

jnay be struck out. Thus ax which is common to the first

denominator and second numerator, and as+a which is com-
mon to tha first numerator and second denominator, may
be struck out before miilfciplying, and the result will be in

lowest terms. When possible, therefore, the component
factors of tho several numerators and denominators should

be obtained.

Ci^
^^-^^^ &cH-6a;_da(a+ a;)(a--a;) h{c-^x)

)

_.4(a + a?)

"*S(c-a;)'



FRACTIONS,.
loi

thfn^rj^'^a^toS,:*--* ""*• ^^«--- ^

(3.)
a;

\ a^-l^Xfl -^-^ ^
a^+1

Simplify—

(1.) ^K^^y

/o \ 6*c c*a a*6

(«+l)(a;-l)* ^:j^i

= -L

EXEBOISB XLII.

(2.) "- ^ c"

t>c ca oii

a— a6

(4.)

(6.)

a? y

(90
1 « + ! a;2+l

(11.) (Ui.i)...

(13.) (*.-)(„-_-).

(15.)/'-^'* -1\_L

(8) ^^""^^''' a**—**

(10)^1 *'-l a!*«l
xHl 'ar'+ l 'S*:^!*

(12.) -l^/e:..«\

(I4.)^^^f/Jl.._^.\

(16.) ?U^^^\ll^^±A

(17.) ^. (I8.)(^i±^ + ^i!±^\« + ''
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139. To denote that one fract^o^ JU9 to be divided by another,

they are written in a row with the sigp -f- between them.

The same noteMon is employed when the dividend or divisor

is a mononomial whole quantity.

Sums and dififerencee when they are the object of division

must be enclosed in brackets.

Thus, --r-- denotes that - is to be divided by -;
X ' a

a

ti n

n

X

4a

a

h

»

»»

»f

*f

>f fl> —O }}

u

it

»>

ti

3c;

2a-l;

2 3(c

a '

2a

X

The same thing may also be denoted by writing the

quantities which are the objects of division in the form of

a fraction.

2x a

Thus, -f^g^-^a' 2^ri=6-^(2a-.l);

X

*
05

140. When the product of two quantities is unity, each is

said to bo the reci]arocal of the other.

J. ii ii-, aiiixx « /•« — ^^
a

lows that
a a

.r-1 2rr-.S

2^3 * ^^ =^'=1, it fbl-



another,

n them,

r diyisoi

division

1;

a '

ing the

form of

, each is

It ibl-

i^HACTIOm.
403

- is the reciprocal of a , and a of

n
a

iC—

1

ft

h

a'

X—

1

» w
oj-l "^IIS*

fblbwm?;^tT-''
"^^ " ^^^""^^^"^ ^ ^

The quotient c/j>nefraction divided by another is theproduct
-of tlwformer and the reciprocal ojthe latter.

A whole quantity is to be tjonsidered as a fraction whosedenominator is imity; and sums and differences of frac^Saad mixed quantities must first be reduced to fractioT

' ' hxy^ ' 16^ Say*
' *2^8-~ j^'

Examples.

(2.) -^A-.— -^^"l^- =—^ aHaa;+i

a"

^

a'^+oaj+aj*

«(«+»)

(3.) {^.•^y\^i^^t\j'i±^^^-^y
\a b) ' \a b) ab * ah

a6 bx—ay
_.bx-^ay

bx—ay

\* ^y y I \x^ xy y^/x^+ y*

is}*

i
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£XBB0ISE XLIII.

i<:;iii

Simplify—

^j K 2a& , 3aj

(6.)
as-fts ^_5

\a! a/ a;

(11.) Sixl^.
as-y cr+y

(c as flc a;

5"0
aa) i«^

a+a; • o— a:

a*-6* a*— aft

a+a5 a— a;+

(14.)

s a? (V a?

X .'_ ^t X
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CHAPTER XV.

SIMPLE EQUATI0N8 ieontimed).

142. We shall give in this chapter some examples of equa-
tions involving fractions with literal denominators. Such
equations may be cleared of fractions by the rule already

f/lm 'JL / 1
^"^ "^"^^ '^'^' *^^^^« ^PP^ying this rule

It will be found more advantageous to simplify parts of the
equation separately. ^ -z f

(1.) Solve

Examples,

a

Multiplying by ah, the l.o.m. of the denominators, we get

ix-^a)a = {x'-h)b.

Clearing of brackets and transposing,

ax— &a! = a'*-.&2.

Collecting coefficients of a,

{a-h)x = a^^h\
Dividing by a—6,

05 = a—h
^a + ft.

(2.) Solve 8a;- 1 4;«-2

2a;-l~3*;-2~**

TVfnfHrklvirifi^ Ktr 4-1. -rx . ^ .. ty rck •% % ^d-k

' V -*'o J i-nx: 1..U.SI. O y^C—l) (d.X— 2),

6(8x-lX3^-2)
. C(4^-2X2x-l)=(2x-lXik- 2).
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Clearing of brackets,
^

Transposiiig,

(3.) Solve ^_e^^«::::4 a;-5

Simplifying the sides separately,

(0.-2) (0.^3)
^^::6)^^8r~^'Cleanng the numeratore of brackets,

Multiplying by the l.o.m. Ca^-2)Ca;-8Va;«fi^r^ an .i •

of brackets, and solving,
^^CaJ^5X(B-6), clearing

«=4.

Solve

—

EXBKOISB XUV.

a)^+,-4-=«4

(3.)

(5.)

1 _aa

16^^ 27
-4 5a;-6*

«-2 7a-26'

(7.) -JL.-l2 =_^

(9) 5a^--3_2a;-H3 ,

« + ! 2a;-»-l~**

* 2«-6*

(13.)

(4) 45 ^ 57
2a; + 8 4«^'

(6)
^~6^2a;~5
8aj-8 3;^7*

2«n 2^+3

(10.) ^£+ ^3__ 2«^ a/- + 5
16 6 5;c-25'

(12.) ^-lll=:%r2y_l
2«-2(} ^'cc

— _ o
v-*xu;(^a;-o; <o«;-2)(a;-ll)*



2.

I

clearing

SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

^^^> <^M+i-
X

ac+i
=0.

X .o^l^o—S a—

4

(15.) , .
«-l a;-2 aj-.4 cc^'

(16.) ,r^ *ri-.*j^«i
o— a; 6— aj 4—a;~

(18.) ^+5--i=«+».

(22.) ^+?r*=»±« . ?+&
a—.6 .'.'7— a aj—J «—o'

107

(17.) ?-^=c.

(19.) |+^=»+*.

+ 5
-25'

\_

2x'
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CHAPTER XVI.

PB0BLEM8 i'mtin-ued).

143. We shall give in this chapter some examples whicl
are more difficult than those in Chapter IX.

Examples.

(1.) If A can perform a given work in 60 days, and B in 4C
days, in how many days will A and B, working together be
able to perform it?

'

Let w denote the work to be done, and x the required
number of days. Then

amount of work done by A in one day=^;

M

M

$$

B

A and B

it

»>

60

w
io

w
~ X

^
w H) w

•'•«=SD'^40

Divide by «;,i = i3+^^.

Multiply by 120a;, 120= 2a; + 3a;.

.-. a; = 24.

(2.) At what time between 5 and 6 is tho mimiffl ^^nr^A «p
a watch 5 minute divisions behind the hour liand ?



es whicl

i B in 4C

)ther, be

required

PROBLEMS.
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w„ 1 ' .*''*" S-«=t»«e nnmber of minute divisionsbetween the mmnte hand and 5. But the nnmber oSuto
mW^H- •''''"Ji^

""^ ^ '« 25; therefore the nlTr ^f

™1 ??-^ ,
""'^*^ "''*' 20 +»>; and since the lattermoves 12 times faster than the former, it follows that

20+«=iaB.

Hence the required time is 12*=21A minutes past 5.

(3.) A grocer bought 200 lbs. of tea and 1000 lbs. of suear

tea at a profit .rf 40 per cent., and the sugar at a loss of 21

.^.^Zh r"'"^
°"^ '"''°'« **5«'- What were his buy-ing and selling prices?

"« ^ujr

Let the cost price of the sugar per lb. =x doUars.

" » tea „ =6« „
Then

„ „ IW lbs. of sugar =100a« dollars.

" " 200 „ tea =l'200£c „

The profit on the tea =^- 120a«=480a;

Thelofis
f>

21
sugar =j^lOOOx = 26a?

480a;-25«=45-50•

37= -10

.-. the buying price of sugar is 10 cents, and the sellingprice 91 cents per lb.; the buying price of tea s60centeand the sel ino- nnV^ fiJ. n«r,*o— lu
w^t* j» uu cents.and the selling pric« 84 cents per lb.

EXEROIBE XLV.

fl.) I arransre lOQi mfin s Ac.c.^ ,•« ^ i.«ii_.
" '

..r . -.-.-..vi,- iii jj, -iy^j-y^- .square' howmany men will there be in each outer '
a ?

'
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(2.) A regiment containing 700 men is formed into a hollow
Bqniire 5 ranks deep: how many men are there in the front
rank?

(8.) A man hiii? a number of cents which he tries to
arrange in the form of a square; on the first attempt he has
180 over

; when he increases the side of the square by 3 cents
he has only 31 over. HoW many cents has he ?

(4.) On a side of cricket cohsi^tiDg of H men, oiie-third
more wero^bowled than run out, and 3 times as many run out
as stumped

; two were caught out. How many were bowied
and run out, respectively ?

(5.) Water expands 10 per cent, when it turns to ice. How
much per cent, does ice contract when it turns to water ?

(^.) A manufactureriidds to the c06t price of gO(ids 20 per
ceM of it to give the' selling pricer afterwards, to effect a
rapid sale, he deduets from the selling price of each article a
discount of 10 per cent, and then obtams on each article a
profit of 8 shillings. What was the cost price of each article?

(7.) A person invests £14,970 in the purchase of 3 per
cents, at 90 and 81 per cents, at 97. His total income being
£500, how much of each stock did he buy?

(8.) A and B join capital for a commercial enterprise, B
contributing £260 more than A. If their profits amount' to
10 per cent, on their joint capital, B's share ofthem is 12 per
cent, on A's capital. How much does each contribute ?

*(9.) In a concert room 800 persons are seated on benches
of equal length. If there were 20 fewer benches, it would be
necessary that two persons more should sit on each bench.
Find the number of benches.

(10.) A man travelled 105 miles, arid then found that if he
had not travelled so fajst by 2 miles ail houf, he would have
been 6 hours longer in performing the journey. Determine
his rate of travelling.

(11.) An express train running from London to Wake-
field (a distance of 180 miles) travels half as fast again its an

These questious belong to Exei-cise XLVIIt
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termini

) "Wake-

in us an

ordinary train, and performs thfe distohce in two hours 168Stune
; find the rates of travelling.

(12.) A can do half as much work as B, B can do half asinu^ ^ 0, and together they can complete a piece of work

wort?
^^'' '^ ^*^«* *^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ alone Impl^te »

^}^\
^^""^ 5®'?''°^ *'*'' together complete a piece of workm 60 days

;
and it is found that the first does iTwhalt^second does, and the second | of what the thirddb^ : in whattnne could each ai6ne complete the work ?

J:l^^' ^l ^« *^« fi's* tinie «fter 7 o^cloek when the hourand mmute hands of a watch are eicaetly opposite ?

(15.> The hour is between 2and 3 o'clock; and the minute

^Z'^t?T> f^^^^^ by 14j minute spSbfthe dial. What o'clock is it ?
p»^w uj

. i^ll^* ^^»^*.*'l^
^*'^^" ^ and 4 6'dock i^ one hand ofa wateh exactly m the direction of theother hand prodii^r

.^^'^7}\ ?^ ""l
* "^^^^ *^^ ** right angles to each'other at 3 o'clock

: when are they next at right angles ?

(18.) How muoh^ water must be mixed with 60 galltms of

2L"l?:lri'
^' ^7f> that on selling therxrel

-J-&. per gallon a gam of £17 may be made ?

(1^.) How much water must be mixed with 80 gallons ot
spirit bought at 16S. per gallon, so that on selling the Sif

oHl^oiT ^'"'° "^^ «^ay be a profit of 10 per cent:

(20.) If 16 oz. of sea-water contain 0*8 oz. of salt howmuch pure water must be added that 16 oz. of the mixturemay contain only O'l oz. of salt ?
""xiuro

(21.) I have a bar of metal containing 80 p« cent, pure
gold, which weighs 30 grains : how much must I add to thisof metal containing 90 per cent, pure gold, in order that themixture may ccmtain 87 ner fifint 9

"uau me

(22.) How much silver must I add to 2 lbs. 6oz. of atf
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II

!!

alloy of silver and gold containing 917 per cent, of pure
gold, m order that the mixture may contain 84 per cent of
gold?

(23 ) A person started at a certain pace to walk to a rail-
way station 3 miles off, intending to arrive at a certain time •

but, after walking a mile, he was detained 10 minutes and
wasm consequence obliged to walk the rest of the way a mile
an hour faster. At what pace did he start ?

(24.) A person started at the rate of 3 miles an hour to
walk to a railway station in order to catch a train, but after
he had walked | of the distance he was detained 15 minutes,
and was obliged in consequence to walk the rest of the way
at the rate of 4 miles an hour. How far off was the station ?

(25.) A wins the 200 yard race in 28| seconds, B the con-
solation stakes (same distance) in 30 seconds: how many
yards ought A to give B in a handicap ?

(26.) A wins a mile race with B in 5' 19". B runs at a
uniform pace all the way; A runs at \^ of B's pace for the
greater part of the distance, and then doubles his pace, win-
ning by a second: how far did A run before changing his
pace?

(27.) A boy swam half a mile down a stream in 10 minutes

;

without the aid of the stream it would have taken him a
quarter of an hour. What was the rate of the stream per
hour; and how long would it take him to return against it?

(28.) A contractor undertook to build a house in 21 days
and engaged 15 men to do the work. But after 10 da-s he
found it necessary to engage 10 men more, and then he acwrv
plished the work one day too soon. How many days \ -! ; ir ;

t-

hand would he have been if he had not engaged the 10
additional men ?

(29.) Two cre»7S row a matcb over a four-mile course; one
pulls 42 strokes ^. -vi^-mte, the other 38, and the latter'does
the distance in '', -^miilos- supposing both crews to row
uniformly, and 40 ^^-t .kes of the former to be equivalent to
36 of the latter, litid the position of the losing boat at the end
of the race.
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CHAPTEB XVII.

QUADRATIC SQUATI0N6.

Arl^fiQ ^Tl
^*'''

f'^f^
^"^""^ ^^''^^^'^ Equations inAlt 69 They are urther called adfected or pure, according

tity does, or does not, appear.

Thus, 4a^-5., +7=0, x^+ex-^S=0,x'^^x=.0 areadfected
quadratics; 3.^-8=0, .^+6=0, are pure quac^kto "^

145. I PuBB Quadratics are solved &y transposition of
terms and extraction of the square root

Examples.
(1.) Solve x^-iszO.

Transposing, a;*=4.

Since the square root of a positive quantiiy is either + or
-, we have, extracting the square root,

a;=±2.

Thus the two roots are +2,-2.

(2.) Solve ar»+5= y>a;2— 16.

Clearing of fractions,

3a^H15=10a^-4a

Transposing and dividing by -7,

.*. X =±3.

Thus the roots are +3 and -3.

il:

iMl
I'll

If

\
'*

'

'i

'

|.
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146. II. Adfsotid QuADBATios may be solved by one of
the following three rules :

—

(i.) When the equation is in the form of tJie prodmt of ftuo

faotoy% each containing the unknown^ equated to zero, the solu-

tion is effected by equatin(j to zero each factor in turn.

Examples.

(1.) Solye (a;+ 1) (2a!-3) =0.

Since, when the product oi two factois Tanishes, one or
other must be zero, we have

either a;+ 1=0, and .% «=— 1

;

' or 2a5—3=0, and .*. aj=f.

Thus tihe ^wp roott wriB -^1 ^id f.

(2.) 39lT^ x*^$«;=p.

Factoring, aj(a!--6)=0.

.*. either x=0,

or a:—5=0, and /. a5=s6.

ThnR the roots are and 5.

Whenever, as in this case, the terms of on equation are
divisible by the unknown x, we can infer that ona root is

zero.

(8.) Solve (2a;-5) (ax-^b) =0.

fl:ere either 2a!-5=0, and .*. xse^;

46
or ax-^U—0, and /. aae—

•

a

Thus the roots are { and
46
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X.2
ExBRcasB XLVI.

(1.) a;»-36=0.
(2.) 5a:«=45. (3.)

*
«27.

(4.) 2(a;«-7)+3(a;«-ll)=33.

a»
(7.) a^=3a.. (8.) 2 +6.,=0. (9.) i(^^-4a.)=&..

(11.) 4a^+|=0.(10.) a:«-.^=0,

2a;
(12.) cc^- 3^«aK»+a;. (1&) <(«-g).(a.-.5)=:a

(14.) (x+ 5) (a;»?)=0. (15.) ix+ 1) (^+ 3)=0.
(16.) (a.-l)(3^-4)=a (17.) (3a:~6)ca.+7)=^.
(18.) (&»+S)(6a;+7;=0. ^9-) {<^-h)icx-^d) =0.

(20.) ix?—ax^ax—a^.

147. When the quadratic is liot in a form adaoted forap^ying rule (i.), it may he solved l^ either^thefo^wS

{u:) Having transposed the unkmwns s^rcttdy to one sidernaketh. coefficient of j? unity ly division^neJjy^n^add the square of ^ the coeffid^t of^^and the solutJl effecZby the extractwn of the square root of both sides.

148. (iii.) Having cleared the equation 0/fractions (ifneces-

nv^reofthec^ffi^ent ofj.. The solution is then effected by theextractwn of the square root (f both sides,
^

Evxim^les.

(l.^ SolvA

By rule (ii.), transposing,

a^-12.i = -35.

i2
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Adding the square of one-half 12,

Extracting the square root,

a;-6=±l;

that is, jc—6=1, and /. a!=7,

or a;—6= — 1, and .*. as=5.

Thus the roots are 7 and 5.

(2.) So ye 2M;»+5a:-3=0.

By rule (ii.), transposing and dividing by 2,

Adding the square of one-half f

,

Extracting the square root,

-5±7 ^ „
/, (CSS —^=|, or —3.

Thus the roots are \ and— 3.

(8.) Solve a;'»+/>a;+i?s=0.

By (ii.), transposing.

Adding the square of one-half i?,

x'-^-px-^-i^^'
T^ p^—iq.

'0=

Extracting the square root,
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Thus the roots are

2 2

(4.) Solve 2a^+5jr=3 by rule (iii.).

Multiplying by 4 x 2=8,

16a;2+40x=24.

Adding the square of 5,

16a;2+ 40a;+ 52=25 + 24=49.
Extracting the square root,

403+5=4:7.

.*. aj = i, or -3.

(5.) Solve aa52+6ic+c=0.

By (iii), transposing,

Multiplying by 4a and adding 6^,

4a2x2+ 4a6a; + 62__^,:j_^^^

Extracting the square root,

2aa;+ 6=±V62-4a<j.

••
a.-

Thus the root« are

— &+ -s/P—4ac

^ 2a

—&— V62_4^g

Exercise XLVII.

(1.) a;«-6:c+ 8 = 0.

(3.) xH4x—21=0.

(5.) l-x»=|^.

(2.) a;2-4.r-5=0.

% .- — I = V,
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(7.) 4iB2-4a)=15.

X
(9.) J-a;=.12,

(11.) ir-^=a

(13.)
21x8-16
8(r»--4

=7* +6.

(16.) 2r?+ Jii«'= »
'^ 1—a? 2—0? *

(17.) a^=5- 1 .

aj—

o

(19.) ?^-^^±2)=a
OJ 05—6

(8.) 6a?-U«i+iM).

(10.) »+i*",

(12-) 1 + 1:=^.

(M.)
a;

a;+60 Sic^'

/1Q\ 3a;—2 Sr-5 -
^^^ 2^:::5"^§-x32=^

a; + 2 -_4-X
^^•> s-^-^-

(21.) (a;-3)«-3(a;-2)(a;-7)=21.

(22.) a:«-(a+ 6)a; + a&=0.
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CHAPTEE XVUL

L=l PROBLEMS.

149. When the AlgebraacAl staitianent of* problem leads to
a quadratic equation, the unknown quantity will be one of
the roots. lu some cases either root may be taken, but it

will generally be found that one of the roots must be rejected
as being inconsistent with the conditions of the particular
question proposed.

Examples.

(1.) A person laid out a certain sum of money in goods
which he sold again for $24, and lost as much per cent, as he
laid out Find out how much he laid out.

Let X = number of dollars laid out.

/.x-24=
»» n lost.

But the loss is also x per cent, of a; = *- x»=s_.^
lUU 100

'j^
=a;-24.••100

««~100x=~2400.

a;=40 or 60.

The amount laid out was, therefore, $40 or |60. Thus
both roots satisfy th© conditions of the problem.

(2.) A person buys a certain number of shares for as many
dollars per share as he buys Bhares : after ihnv hav^ ffnpn an.

many cents per share as ho has sharcH, he sells and gains
|1(J0. How many sliares did he buy ?

^M
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Let X = the rnimbei^ of shares bought, the pince of which
at X dollars per share is x^ dollars.

The rise being x cents or ^ dollars, the price for which

he afterwards sells the x shares at a; +-^ dollars per share is

(aJ+j^)*. But the gain is $100.

«'»=10000.

/. aj= + 100, or -100.

As the negatiyo root would not answer the conditions ot
the problem^ it must be rejected. Tlie answer is, therefwe,

EXEBCISB XLVIII.

(1.) A rectangular room which contains 1800 square feet is
twice as long as it is broad : find its dimensions.

(2.) Divide 20 into two parts whose product shall be 91.

(3.) Find a number whose square increased by 20 is 12
times as great as the number itself.

(4.) Diyide 15 into two parts such that their product shall
be 4 times their difference.

(5.) By what number must I divide 24 in order that the
sum of the divisor and quotient may be 10 ?

(6.) Find three consecutive numbers such that the square
of the greater shall be equal to the sum of the squares of the
other two.

(7.) A ladder 34 feet long just reached a window of a house
when placed in such a position that the height of the window
alx>ve the ground exceeded the distance of the foot of the
ladder from tlifl wall bv 14 fp«* t^;^ . i.i-_ i.-- , . „ ..

Tfmdow.
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(8.) A horse is sold for £24, and the number expressing
the profit per cent, also expresses the cost jH-ice of the horse -

what did he cost ?

(9.) An article is sold for £9 at a loss of as much per cent,
as It IS worth. Find its value.

(10.) A and B start together for a walk of 10 miles- A
walks li miles an hour faster than B, and arrives li hours
sooner than he does : at what rate did each walk ?

(11.) After selling a part erf an estate, and the same part <rf
the remamder, I find I have left nine-tenths of the part first
sold

: what part did I sell at first ?

(12.) An uncle leaves 14,000 dollars among his nephews
and nieces, but 3 of them having died in his lifetime, the
others received 600 dollars apiece more : how many nephews
and nieces were there originally ?

(13.) A number is composed of two digits, the first of
which exceeds the second by unity, and the number itself
falls short of the sum of the squares of its digits by 26. Whal
is the number ?

'

(14.) The sides of a rectangle are 12 and 20 feet : what is
the breadth of the border which must be added all round
that the whole area may be 384 square feet?

(15.) One hundred and ten bushels of coals are distributed
among a certain number of poor persons; if each had
received one bushel more, then he would have received asmany bushels as there were persons. How many persons
were there? ^ r-* «»

(16.) A sum of £23 is divided among a certain numlxsr of
persons; if each one had received 3 shillings more, he would
have received as many shillings as there were persons Howmany persons were there ?

(17.) A company at an inn had £7 48. to pay, but before
the bill was settled 3 of them left the room nn)i fK«« *u

Who remained had 4.s'. apiece more to pay than before- ofhowmany did the company consist?
*
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(18.) A pemm rents A«ertiiim firaiiber of aewfl of p<i«tbre
!M^ for £7-0; be }mp» 8 i^cm in hU om pm^mm, and
suWetB the remainder at 6«. an acre more tbfelk hij ^Ve attd
^us covers hig rent and has £2 over. How many acres t^re
there?

(19.) An (^eer can fottn the men in m battalion into a
solid squaite, and also into a hoJlow square 12 deep; if the
front m the latter formation exceed iihe fixjnt in thd fonnw
bjr 8« find the mmiber of men in the batteUon.
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CHAPTBB XIX.

SmOLTANSOUS EQUATIONS.

150. If two unknowns are to be determined^ thei© nnis*
be two independent equations. These equations are called
simultaneous equations, because the same values of the un-
knowns 07 and y must be substituted in both equations.
Thus if

the only values which satisfy both these equations at the
same time are oj = 7, y=5.

151. It must be borne in mind that there is an infinite

number of values which will satisfy either equation sepa-

iihe equation 2it;—y=^ 9,

IIJR ^^x= 1, 2—^=9, and
it x=: % 4—y=9, and
ifa5=10, 20~y=9, and

and so on.

y=- 7;

y=- 5;

y= 11;

152. If three unknowns are to be determined, there must
bo three independent equations ; and generally the number of
unknowns must be the flame as the number of independent
equations connecting them.

. 153. The solution of simultaneous equations is eflfected by
deducing from them other equations, each of which involves

one unknown. This process is called elimination^ and may be
conducted according to one of the following methods :

—
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1^4 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.

I. Substitution.

II. Comparison.

ni. Cross Multiplication.

I. Method op Substitution.

164. Th,i% method consists in finding from one equation the

value of one unknown in terms of the other^ and substituting the

value 80found in the second equation, which is thereby reduced to

a simple equation in one unknown.

For oonyenience of reference the given equations and others

which arise in the process of solution are numbered (1), (2),

(3), &c.

Example.

Solve a5+y = 3 .

2aj+y=4 .

From (1) we find y=3— a; .... (3).

Substituting this yalue of y in (2),

2a;+ 3-a;=4.

• • . «c^x.

SnbBtitnting this value of x in (3),

2/=3-.l=2.

Thus the solution m x=l, y=2.

• • • (1),

(2).

£
si

It

,

li

II. Method of Comparison.

155. This method consists in finding from each of the pro-

posed equations the value of one and the same unknown m terms

of the other, and equating the values sofound.

Example,

f -^—uy -i-^ , ... . \^)i

4a;-|-7y = 37 . . (2).



SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. «S

Prom (1) we find

y
_7a;-19

..®;

and from (2)
37--^ ..

Equating these values of y,

7a;~19_37-^4a;
"~ar r~*

Substituting this value of cc in (3),

Thus the solution is a;=4, ^=3.

III. Method of Cross Multiplication.

156. This method consists in multiplying the given equatiom
{reduced to the form ax + by=c) hy such quantities as vrill

render the coefficients of the, same unknown numerically equal.
By adding or subtracting the equations so found, we obtain a
simple equation in one unknown.

Examples.

(1.) Solve 7a;-9y= 5 . . . . (1),

13(B+4y = 30 .... (2).

Multiplying (1) by 4 and (2) by 9,

28x-863/= 20 ... . (8),

117a;+86y=270 .... (4).

Adding (8) and (4),

145a; = 290,

• . a;= ^,

Again, multiplying (1) by 13 and (2) by. 7,

91a;-ll72/= 65 ... . (o),

91a;+ 282/ =210 .... (6).

f !g



kj6 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.

(8),

Subtracting (5) from (6),

/. y=l.

Thus the solution is jc= 2, y=1.

(2.) Solve 8x+25y=9 . . .

12a;-lQy«4 .... (2).

Multiplying (1) by 2 and (2) by 5,

16a;+5()y=:B . . .

60aj-50y=aD .... (4).

Adding (8) and (4\
76a5=:38,

A^hi, multiplying (1) by 8 and (2) by 2,

^»aj+75y=^27 .... (5),

24aj-20^= 8 . . . . (6).

Sublraefaiig (6) from (5),

96y=19i

Thus the solution is x=s\, ysz\,

ExBBOisE XLDL

(i.) 4aB+y=ll, a;+4y=14.

(2.) 2a;+3y=21, 8a;4-%s=34:.

(8.) 8(»=23-%,10+2a;=%.

28 3 2

^^5^6"2^^' 3 * ID i*

(6.) 8a:-2y=r8(6-a;), 3(4a3-3y)=7y>

(7.) 7(«..l)=3(3,+8), ^2=^



SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, '#87

(8.)^-i=f—2,.+y=a

(9.) ??^+^.&«-2,^^5v^=y+8.

(100 a»-y=L3^^, 2y.-^.^.

(ll-)lWa'+ll)+Ky«4)=a?-7,Ka;rf6)-^2l'-7)-%-a'.

(12.) a;-24=|+16, f(a'+y)+«3F|(2y-aj)+ 105.

(18.) K3aJ-7y)=i(2aj+y+l), 8-Ka'-y) = 6;

(14.) '^+Iy=i+2(%-%+i> ^_^

(15.) a;+y= a, oj—y=ft.

(16.) aa;+ay=a8+6«, {BxsjflL

(17.) |+|»l, ^^y^

157, WAw th^e are thr/se simtUtamems egmttii^
three unknowns, the solution is effected by eliminating one of the

unknowns "between the first and second equations, and aisQ be-

tween the first and third, or second and 1^4> fkao ^m^ons
are thus obtained involving two unknowns, which njMybe found
by the methods already explained. The valvs of the Mrd tm-
known may then befound,^ svhstitul^.

Example.

Solve 2a;-3y+ z^ I . . . . (1),

^x-^by-^z^ a .... (2).

4a;+2y-3z=13 .... (3).

Multiplying (1) by 3 and (2) by 2,

?t8

6»-10y + 8«=6 .... (5).

I " t



128 SIMULTANEOUS EQUA TIONS.

• • • •

Subtracting (5) from (4),

y—52=—3 .... (6).

Thus X is eliminated from (1) and (2).

Again, multiplying (1) by 2,

4a;—6y + 22= 2

and 4x + 22/~32=13

Subtracting (7) from (3),

8y-52= 11 ... .

And J/—5z=—3 ....
From (6) and (8) we find y=2, 2=1.

Substituting these values of y and 2 in (1), (2), or (3)
we get a=3.

Thus the solution is jc=3, y=% 2=1.

(7),

(3).

(8).

(6).

EXEECISE L.

(1.) a;+3y+23=ll, ac+y + 3z=14, 3x + 2f/ + 2=ll.

(2.) a? + 2y + 32=13, 2«i-3^/ + 2=13, 3x + ?/ + 22=10.

(8.) 2a;+3y-42=10, 3j5-4«/ + 22=5, 4x-2i/+32=21.

(4.) 10a;-2i/ +42=10, 3x + 52/ + 3;5=20, «+32^-2i=21.

(6.) 3x+2»/=13, 33/-l-22=8,3z + 2x=9.

(6.) 1+1+1=3, 4a;+5y+ 62=77,2+.T=2y.

(7.) 3a;-2^=6, 8j/~22=5, 32-2x=-2.

(8.) Ka'"l)-y=35, 9y-62=43, .x + y + 2=30.

(9.) y-2 + 3=0, 2-.r=5, a; + //=6.

(10.) y+ 2=a. «+ a;=s&, a;+ys=c.

\
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CHAPTEK XX

(2), or (3)

=11.

=10.

2=21.

2^=21.

PROBLEMS,

158. In the following problems the various unknowns are
eipressed m terms of separate and distinct eymbolg. and the
relations between the quantities involved then take the form
of equations If two symbols x and ^f be employed, thfi
conditions of the problem must give two independent equa-
tions; and three independent equations will be required toaetermme three unknowns, x, y, and z.

Examples.

(1.) A fraction becomes equal to 1 when 1 is added to the

Let - be the fraction.
y

Then by the conditions of the question,

£+1
y

the solution of which is .r=5, y=s.S,

Hence the fraction is ».
*

^^«Z'^?
^^''^ Dumbt^rs such that the sum of the first,

one-fifth the second, and one-tenth Uie third, shall be equal

^=1,
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I

,ii

to 4; the snm of one-half the first, the second, and one-

tenth the third equal to 7 ; and the sum of one-half the first,

one-fifth the second, and the third equal to VL

Let 03= the first, i/= the second, and z= the third number.

Then by the conditions of the question^

Multiply these severally by IQ,

10a;+ 2i/+ 2= 40 .
.

. , (1),

5a; + 10;y+ z= 70 . . . . (2),

6x-h 2y + 10z=120 .... (3),.

2x(2)~(l), I82/ + 2=100 .... (4),

(3)~(2), -8y + 92= 50 ... . (5),

9x(4)-(5), 170y=850.

.*. y=5.

Therefore from (4) 2=100- 18y=10;

and from (1) cc=2.

The required numbers are thus 2, 5, and 10.

Exercise LI.

(1.) One of the digits of a number is greater by 5 than tho

other. When the digits are inverted, the number becomes

f of the original number. Find the digits.

(2.) In a division the majority was 162, which was ^ of

the whole number of votes; how many voted on each side?

(3.) The sum of two digits is 9. Six times one of tho
V^.tWk l"^
i.\\xitj.rrci.i

iU/

J'ind the digits.
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(4.) If the nnmerator and denominator of a fraction beeach increased by 3, the fraction becomes 2; if ea*T ,•„
c««sed by 11, it becomes

f. Find the fi^ctton

such th
^

If the digits be reversed in order, the number nroduced a be less by 86. Find the number. * °'™*^' P""

(P^ Three towns A, B, and C are at the aneles of ».tr agle. JVom A to C through B, the distance ta 82 mHesf. m B to A through C, is 97 miles; and from C to R

.n^^:?/'!'' ''if°'«*«'^
of » five-franc piece is 37 miairnktraand of a two-franc piece is 27 miH««™. Thirtyp^Sm contact in a straight line measure one r^m eLtrHo^many of each kind are there?

Ju^e^^U-tr^.tri^'rB^nTt^^^nl

resSttSt '" ^ '"•' ^- ^-'^ --y P'-I-l for A, B, C^

mii™ in I'Ti!
^""^

°f
'*"""" ^^ ""^^ *"'• •Jo^" stream 44miles in 10 hours. Agam, it goes up stream 40 miles and

stra^J^ "^'^^ ^ '' "-- ^'^' «>« """'oft

votos, B 987, and C 933. Now 85 ^tek for B and C 744 forB only 98 for C only. How many voted for C and A howmany for A and B, how many for A only ?

(11.) Seventeen gold coins, all of equal value, and as many«lvor coins, all of equal - aiao, are placed i„ a r.^w at rL"omA 18 to have one-half of the row, B the other half. A's share
IS found to include seven gold coins, and th„ '.,..t!/-f™
ie. The value of B's share is £6 15». Find" the"™i'„r.^f
each gold and silver coin.

^ • *ina the value of

k2



132 PROBLEMS.

(12.) The road from A to D passes through B and C suc-

cessively. The distance between A and B is six miles greater

than that between C and D, the distance between A and C

is jV of a mile short of being half as great again as that

between B and D, and the point half-way from A to x> is

between B and C half a mile from B. Determine the dis-

tances between A and B, B and C, C and D.

(13.) Fifteen octavos and twelve duodecimo volumes are

arranged on a table, occupying the whole of it. After six of

the octavos and four of the duodecimos are removed, only
%,

of the table is occupied. How many duodecimos only, or

octavos only, might be arranged similarly on the table?

(14.) Three thalers are worth \d. more than 11 francs.

Five francs are worth \d. more than 2 florins. One thaler is

worth 2'/. more than a franc and a florin together. Find the

value of each coin in English money.

(15.) Six Prussian pounds weigh i oz. more than 5 Austrian

pounds. Twenty-five Austrian pounds weigh \ oz. more than

14 kilogrammes. One kilogramme weighs 1 oz. less than ilio

sum of the weights of a Prussian and an Austrian pound.

Find the number of ounces in each foreign measure of

weight.

(16.) A person walks from A to B, a distance of 9 1 miles,

in 2 hours and 52 minutes, and returns in 'I hours and 41

minutes, his rates of walking up hill, down hill, and on thn

level being 3, 3t, and 3i miles an hour, respectively. Find

the length of level ground between A and B.

li!
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CHAPTEK XXI.»

EXPONENTIAL NOTATION.

m Although the notation adopted in the preceding pages
18 sufficient tor the purposes of tlie operations herein Treated
of, yet It IS found expedient, before proceeding farther toemploy another notation to express roots, powers of rJotsand their reciprocals. This notation, which consists in em:ploying fractional exponents instead of radical signs and
integral exponents, and negative exponents instead of i

'"-

pro^al torms, possesses the great advantage of reducing to aew uniform laws the operations of Multiplication, division
Involution and Evolution, with respect to powers, roots'and powers ol roots, of a quantity, and their reciprocals. '

160. The exponential notation consists in writing

a" instead of V/am

and a-»
»» »> aP,

Thus, according to this notation,

\ - 3 _

a'=l/'a\

a

-3
Ia =
a8»

-8 2

a8»

1a = —
al 4/a»'

* This Chapter may bo omitted by those who do not l^U^dftT;^
more advauccd works on Algebra.
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-8 2
2a =;,!'

a"

-J 5
5a =7^'

-A
6 '

4a "=
ya'

161. When the exponential notation is employed, the

quantity is said to be raised to the -power indicated by the

exponent.

Thus a is read a to the powt

a' M a »» H *;

»-»
$» CO $» tt -8;

tr-* n X n li -f

The term potver m this extended Algebraical sense thus

includes the terms power, root^ root of a powerj reciprocal of a

powery reciprocal of a root^ reciprocal of a root of a power^ as

used in the ordinary or Arithmetical sens3.

EXEROISE LII.

Express in the Arithmetical notation-—

^, ^ A ji a jj

(1.) a», a«, aS a«.

(2.) X-*, x-\ ar^\

(8.) m"^, ii'^, p'^.

(4.) 2a*, Sx~*, 6m'i

Express in the Exponential notation—

(6.) ^/x, ^m, ^n,

^^•^
x' a'' a'' a"*'

(7.) /P, y^, V^*.

(8.)
J_ 1 J^
a/x ^x i^m
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m n* p*

(10.)
2 X, 1-

1 ^^^i:
.5^®,^^*^^% of employing the exponential notation will

l)e exhibited in the statement of the three following rules,
v/hich are usually called Index Laws.

I. The product of any two powers of the mi^ quantity is a
V<ywer whose expormit is the Algebraic sum (^ tlie exponentsof the
factors.

Since the product of a quantity and its reoiprocal=l, this
rule cannot be applied when the exponents of the two factors
are nmnerically equal and of opposite signs, unless the zero
power of a qtmntity be con^idered=l.

Examples,

(1.) a*. a^=aa*^=a«.

(2.) a* • afl=a**fl=a^.

(8.) aa -a-issaa-isra*.

(4.) a~« • a~8=a-*-»=a-».

(6.) a • a~2s=a^~a=a^.

(d) a8 • a *= a<»~* = aA.

(7.) a . a-i=ai-»=a''=l.

(8.) a'^ . a'^\=ra'' = l.

This law may also be expressed briefly as follows :—

a"* . o''=a"'+"

where m and n are any quantities what^oerrr, jmitive or nnga-
Uve, integral or fractional, including zerc if»P =1,

'»
t



i36 EXPONENTIAL NOTATION.

163. Proofs of the preceding rule will be exhibited in the

following particular cages.

(1.) If m and n be positive integers,

a« . a^sooa . , , . (m factors) xaaa .... (/i factors),

. (7»-hn fectors).— aoM .

— a«»+»•

(2.) a^. a^ = v'a ^a= ^a* ^a*=^a»= a*= o2+l

Here V^ *= \^^» because each of them when nnaltiplied

by itself six times produces a'. So also ^a = y(J?\ and'

generally, if m, », jp, are integers,

i ••P / IMP */ M

because each of these quantities when multiplied by itself «j>

times produces a"^.

(3.) If m, w, i>, 2' be positive integers, then

= ^a'»«**», by Ex. 1,

= a" "-^

m p
sc: a" 9

(4) «••«-» =~i=a-'=a-.

Exercise LIII.

Find the products of

(1.) 2«, 3**; 05^ 4x'"; 4x"', aj*".

> (a) X*, ac^; 2x-^, Sx"; a-^ a;J^.
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(4.) %i\ a-i
; a'\ 3a«; 5a, 6a-«.

(5.) a^, a'»; 2»^^ «"«; a.a^,

(6.) a2, a~^; a", o~Tj o2«^ „-|

(7.) a», a-3; a-^ «-«.
2^^ 3^-,'. ^a^ na.9

164 II. >rAe« one'power of a qvuntity is divided by another,
the quotient is apower whose exponerd is the Algebraic differeuee
between the exponents of the dividend and divisor.

Since the quotient is=l when the dividend and divisor
are the same, this rule cannot be applied in the ca^ of equal
powers unUss the zero power of a quantity be.considered=l

o"
(1.) ^=a«-»=a«

JHocamples.

/il \ ©3 1-1. X

as

a 344
(4.) -^j=a =a^

<6.) '•:i=«-4*s^«A.
a 6

1.

a

a"
(6.) -,=:a«-'^=«o«l.

This rule may also be expressed briefly as follows :-

_-=am-.

where m awt^ narc ««?/ quantities whatsoever, positive or nega^
iive, integral orfractional, including zero ifaP=l.

165. The proof of this rule rests on that of the preceding.

For since a"'-ra''= a^, it follows that
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Also, since -5=a-», the second rule may be considered to

be included under the first. Thus

a"
—II -- /»iii—i»

Diyide

ra", a "=«'

KXEBOISE LIT.

(1.) a** by a"*; a** by a".

(2.) a' by a* ; a by a*.

(3.) 05* by 03 ; as* by a?*.

(4.) a;* by a?-* ; as® by a;-*.

(5.) a;-* by a;-* ; a;-'' by a;-'.

(6.) a;® by a?" ' ; a;* by as"*.

(7.) aj-^by a;-2"; u^a by a;
-»

166. in. The power of a power of a qiiantity is a po'oer

whose exponent is the product of the numbers expressing tliose

powtrs. In other words,

where m and n are any quantities whatsoever, positive or nega^

tiv3, integral orfractionaly including zero if aP=l.

Examples.

(1.) (»«)« = a"; (ay=a"».

(2.) (aV=a'; (aV = a*.

(3.) (a*)i = a«; (a^)^ = a^.

(4.) (a-»)' = a-2; (a-2)' = a-«.

(6.) (a»r « = »*; (a?^)~*=a
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167. Proofs of the preceding rule will be exhibited in the
following particular cases :

—

(1.) (ayssa* . o» . a^ssa^sa'"*.

(2.) (a^«=o* • a»=:a*"i=:a^

y
(3.) If n be a positiTe integer,

Ca'»)-=o"' -a* . . to n factors,
s—a"*+«+ • • • . to M tenns

(4.) If i> and y be positive integers,

(a»)«==a«,

because each of these quantities when raised to the oth power
produces a**. * ^

EXEECISE LV.
Express the following as powers of a :—

(1) W\ W^ (a»)».

(a-0^ (a-*)»; (a-»)^

(a«)-»; (a-2)-»; («-»)-*.

(a¥; (a*)»; (a^.

(«"^)"'
;
(«"^)"'

; (a- »)-t.

168. The Index Laws (L, 11., III.) are thus seen to be true
on the assumption that

(2.)

(8.)

(4.)

(6.)

(6.)

•»

for all values of m and n, positive or negative, integral or
fractional, including zero.

Instead, however, of treating the subject of the Index Laws
and notation as in the preceding Articles, we may proceed as
follows :

—

If m and n be positive integers, it may be proved, as is done
in Arts. 163, 166, 167, that
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140 EXPONENTIAL NOTATION

I.

II.

IIL

a" a"=;aW+"

^=a"»-», 7w being greater than n,

a*

rm»

These laws, which are tl ^ P'ovc^d to hold in the particular

case where m and *i are positive integers, are then a^mmed to

be true when m and n are any quantities whatsoever, posi-

tive or negative, integral or fractional, including zero
;
and

from this extension of these laws we deduce that

a» mu8t=v a*", a-''=aP, and a°=l.

Thus, by I.,

But

ByHI.,

But

By I.,

But

By I..

But

i
.\.

a* «o=a».

«'

a' X l=a*.

/. aO=l.

. a-'=:a»=l.

a*x 0=1.
a"

a-«=
a
8*

169. From the remarkR of this chapter it will be thus seen

that, although there is no absolute necessity for using such

Bymbols as a*, a"*, a"^, still their introduction gives rise to a

uniformity in certain Algebraical processes; and the number

of rules which otherwise would be required to meet the

different cases that arise in these operations thus becomes

largely n eed.
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I.

(1.) 56+10+15; 10+12+^; 2+|+f ; f+A+ii+|.
(2.) 29-15; 2i-U; 2-5-1-6.

(3.) 11+35 + 6-17; 81 + 75-69-42.
(4.) 15-7 + 8 + 9.

(5.) 28-16 + 10-4. -

U.

(1.) A^s -60, +20; B's +60, -30; C's +30, -20.

(2.) A's +20, +20, -30,-40; B's -20, +30, +30,
C's~20, -30, +40, +40.

(3.) A -10, +4; B -7, +10; C -4, +7.

(4.) -2°, +5°, -3°.

(5.) +P, -P, +P, -P, +P.
(6.) -2°, +2°, -2^, +2°.

(7.) +25°, -7°.

HL

-40;

(1.) 30. (2.) 20. r3.>22.

(4.) 22. (6.) 24, 120, 0. (6.) 14.

(7.) 7. (8.) 16. (9.)i*.

/



I4S ANStVERS.

(10.) i. (11.) M-
(13.) 2a», 3a', 2a» +3a» +4a*.

(12.) m%'

IV.

(1.) 2, 3a, t, Jc, 4a«6, ia.

(2.) -1, +3, -f +2S -5(««.

(3.) +1,-1, -3a, +|crf.

(4.) -1, +3a», -faz.

(6.) 1, -1, -2, -3, +4, -i.

(8.) -a*, +K; +*'^'^' ""'^•

(9.) -8a*a;, +2a*aj; asc^, -aa*.

V.

(5.) i,|,-4, +f,

(7.) 2a;, X.

•f.

^Hl (1.) +26. (2.) +4^. (3.) -28.

^Hl (4.) -m- (5.) +6. (6.) -6.

^Hl (7.) +tV. (8.) -irV (9.) -0-7.

^^^^^^^i
i (10.) +11. (11.) +2. (12.) -12.

I (13.) -«.

!

(14.) +1A.

VL

(15.) +0-342.

^^^^^^^1
(1.) +8a. (2.) +15a. (3.) -5a.

^H (4.) -18a. (6.) +2x». (6.) +3a«.

^H!
(7.) -8a. (8.) +10c. (9.) -5c.

^^^H (10.) -4ac«. (11.) +7a6. (12.) +ia.

^^^H

(13.) -A<»^ (14.) -fa.

vn.

(15.) -ffo.

^1 I (1.) 2a-86. (2.) -x+3y. (3.) -2a;-3y-*.

^H|i (4.) 8a+2ac-63/. (5.) 4-x +2y.

Ul . (6.) a«-6»+*. (7.) a-26+ 8c— <l.

Mi 1 (8.) -»+%-« + 1. (9) 4a-26.
"
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(10.) a«-.46c.

(12.) -2a-.6-.c.

(14.) 4a+a;-|-5.

<16.) 2a -1- 26
-f- 2c.

(18.) 4a^.

(11.) 4a-96.

(13.) 2a;-6s^-«.

(15.) 5a-4ar.

(17.) 10a;-f 3y-?.

a9.) 4a»+ 46». (20.) a + ft.

(21.) |+Ay+A« . ' (22.) 2a + |5-|<..

.

VUI.

(1)4.

(4.) -3.

(7.) loa
(10.) -0-966.

(2.) 2. (3.) -9.

(5.) 6. (6) -3.

(8.) -3-39. (9) -216.
(11.) -a. (12.) -7a:.

(13.) 10a«. (14.) 2c. (15.) 2a-*.

(17.) llaj*. (18.) 8a + 6.

(20.) 3a-a;+ 4. (21.) -5a6 + 26».

c«. (23.) -6a + 6 + x-4.

(16.) -3a»

(19.) 2x.

(22.) -aaj-66y+4

(24.) -7x»+2&««-

(26.) ia+iJ-ic.

5a.. W| + | + |«.

IX.

(1.) 2a:*+-l; 3a + -4y+-5; 2'. + -3J+ -l-4c.

(2.) 2a 5a.

(4.) 2'i-f-36--f7.

(6.) 5a + (6-4)

(8.) «-4 + (26-c).

(10.) a-l + (36+5) 3c.

(11.) .'r + (2u;»-l) + (-3x«-8). (12.) 4a«-(6«-c).

(13.) a=i-4— (-26-1-3). (14.) 2'e-5-(a"-2a-+3).

(15.) a-|-6-»-c-»-(a-6-c)-.(-a-»-26-ac)»

(3.) -6-+ 5a:.

(5.) 5
-I- -fa: 3a.

(7.) -a -I- (-6+ 6).

(9.) a»-f(2//-|-5)-«.
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(1.) 2«+86-c.

(3.) x»-4a;-l.

<6.> Sa-^—c.

(7.) 8a+26-8c

X.

(2.) afr— ftc+c.

(4,) 5»»-8x»+7aj-a

(6.) Sa-b+c.

(8.) 2a-6+6+c.

(9.) x + ll+4y. (10.) 6. (11.) 2u;H3a;.

ill

I

XI.

(1.) (a-l)(2a«-3); (-.2+a)C-3-a'^); (a;-5)(-2x-|-7).

(2.) -2a»(6»-l); (a»-l)(~3a); bc^-^x^+ S).

(3.) Ka'-l); KSx-3); -|(x^-5),

(4.) -5x(x-l)(a;+ 2); (a;«-4)(+ 5«)(2a + 8).

(5.) +8x(-.63/)(xy-l); -7a<a6-3K+86),

XII.

(I.) —6a^; —5ac; +605"^; —30a;y.

(2.) -140663; -20a»6c; -16a;y«; +48a.

(8.) -ficy; -|a6; +^05^; -X*,
(4.) -Bx'f; +3flkf«3/»; -Kfe^c^

XIII.

(1.) -8oa5 + 6ftx-2ar; l2r'y-Sxi/-^iy] "'2abd-\-Scd.

(2.) 3a;»-6x3-15a;; -2r*» + 3«*-7a'; -4ax9 + 4a'''a;»-8<A»aj.

(3.) 4xV + 2xy^«~6^?/2"; -28ri^6''^-4«'^6«-4a36'».

(4.) 2^*'6-faf»"-fa«>c; ^ttS + |a»-2a; iax^-iaV+ |a'a;.

(6.) -12a + 10aA-.15; yV^»-||fair + i«V».

(6.) 5x«-.5x + 20; -2a + 3a6-6; -tt» + 2a»a;-a.
^nr V -8 . i.-_i_-^. t_l. I, »» _Qto i r «»

(8.) 4o»-6oH8a; +2x='-fa.^ + 8a!»
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HS

f3a;.

(-2x+7)

XIV.

(1.) 2a;«+5a;~12; -4*a-a;+6; 2^x^Z^.
(2.) ac».«a?-4a.+ 2; 2-2^+ 3a)«-.3^; 3+aB«-a;»««»
(3.) 6a»-7aHl4a-8; l+a»; l-a«.

^^'^

Xrj"*^ "^' '''^ ^^^'^ +2an + 26ri -fjon;

(6.) aV-a?*; a^+*»y-ar»y«-2ccy-.acy2^.2y»

(6.) 2a^+a»-.22a2+23a-4; a»-4fe2+126c-.9c»

(7.) 3a^-4«6+8ac-46»+86c.3c- 3.*-4.»3, + 6.V^.4c.y«

(8.) x*-fa;»+ |; a^+ i^^i. 2«2_^
(9.) 2a;»-|<.H|^a;-.i; 9;«»-lar^^|a;-^.

(11.) K-f^^+ fa-l. (12.) «^+3xy^2a.+y..2t/+ l

XV.

(1.) +30a*6»; -^a;'; +Vx»y«ia.

(2.) -24a:V+8ar»2/»; -2a»i+3a*6»-a»fc

(8.) ar»-26a;«-17^ + 6. (4.^ x*.a:»^.«.i.
(6.) «"-2aV+a«.

f3crf.

a'-'a;"— 8<i'a;.

;2+ K«.

XVI.

(1.) (2a-6)-f—.3«; (4a«-3a-|-l)-^(8a~4).

(2.) 2a-^-3ft; -.^»-f- + 2x; 3a;-f.2a.

(3.) 4a^-Kac-5); -ax^^{x^a).

XVII.

(1.) -4; -6; +f; -y. (2.) «« .
.Sa' 2^
%
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V-

1

II

(6.) -2a; 5a6V. (6.) -\xf\ +fay.

XVIII.

(1.) -2a+85-4; iia;-3+2a*

(2:) -4ic+3-o; 4a;*-2a;+3.

(3.) -a2+4a-5; ac^-Sojy+iy''.

(4.) 2a-3fe+c. (6.) -4«c«+36c»-l.

(6.) (o-ft>fc, (2a-c+l)a;. (7.) (4-rt>»y, (3a5-y)a^.

,
XIX.

(1.) a?-4; 3c» + l. (2.) a;+l; ^-8.

(3.) 8a5+2; 3iB«-2aj+6.

(4.) aj-1; a«-a;+ l. (5.) a;*--3a:+ l.

(6.) a;»+a5*+ aj+l; a;*-JK»+a^-a;+ l.

(7.) aj-y; aj*-a;y+y*. (8.) «»+«& + 6*.

(9.) 5a; -j-^-8. (10.) o^-ax-^-aK

(11.) a;«-2a;y+y«. (12.) |aa;-2i3*.

XX.

(1.) aB«-8a;+ V , - i (2.) a>-a, 2a2.

(3.) a;«-ax+a», -2a8. (4.) c»«-.a?+4, ~3a5-4.

(6.) 2a:«+3, -6a;«-3aj-8.

(1.) 3a;—a miles.

(3.) 2& miles.

(6.) - hours,
a

XXI.

(2.) 50+ a; dollars.

(4.) a;"—y* square feet

(7.) 0.+!^.
Xm

(6.) ««+|+'^'

(8.) i^,

i



AJStSJP'Jsns.

L.

(9.) f

.

(11.) l+f-6.

(13.)i5?mila.

<16.) 6aa;+adoll««.

(12.) fe ^res.

(I*-) ^ hotixB.
td

(1.) ±
(4.) -fi.

(7.) -f
00.) t
(13.) 7.

(16.) f
(19.) 7.

(Sa)8a.

(36.) ft^^e.

(i.)ia.

(4.) 80.

(7.) 6.

(10.) 9.

(18.) 3*.

(16.) 2*.

(19.) 120.

(4.) 14 lbs

(2.) 10,

(5.) a
<»*) -5.

01) 3.

(U.) 10.

(17.) 6.

(20.) 13.

(23.) a+*.

(26.) 1.

aft— flfc
(28.)

et—

e

xxni.

(2.) 13.

(6.) 231.

(8.) 8.

(11.) 4.

(14.) -2.

(17.) 2.

(20.) 18.

(8.)r,

(6.) 6.

(9.) f
(12.) 1
(16.) %
(18.) 6|.

(21.) a.

(24.) 26.

(27.) a^-^iA-i-y^,

(8.) 24.

(6.) &A.

(9.) 3.

(12.) 6.

(16.) 33.

(18.) a.

(1.) 16 and 10. (2.) 60 and 75. (3.) jJom 17.

(6.) 26, 17. (6.) 181 ttnd 1^.
l9



148 ANSWERS,

(7.) 6. (8.) 14 years. (9.) In 9 years.

(10.) 18. (11.) 66 years. (12.) 400.

(13.) 700. CI*-) 30 for translation,

5 for mathematics.

4 for Latin prose.

(15.) 21 shillings. (16.) A's £300, B's £100.

(17.) 400 inches. (18.) 18, 11 and 8.

(19.) 35. (20.) 200 quarters.

(22.) 160 lbs. (2B.) 240 sovereigns,

480 shillings,

720 pence.

(25.) £8000 at 5 per cent..

(21.) 12 lbs.

(24.) 13.

£10,000 at 4 per cent.

(27.) 1800 infantry;

600 artillery,

300 cavalry.

(31.) 56 workmen; 150 shillings.

(33.) 4290 feet.

(35.) 200 miles from Edinburgh.

(26.) £450 at 4i per cent.

£350 at 5i per cei^t

(28.) 17 years.

(29.) 26. (30.) 12.

(32.) 1330.

(34.) 30,000 men.

(36.) In 56 hours.

XXV.

(1.) (C»-2aj+ l, JB«+ 2aa;-f-a», ar'-.10a;+25, a^+6a; + 9.

(2.) 4a!«+4a:+ l, 9a;*-6a; + l, 4ajH12a5+ 9, 9x«-r2a' + 4.

(3.) a;*-2(/x* -f a«, 4a;V + 4a;y -I- 1, 9a;* - 12«a;'' + 4(t», a^x*

-8aJxH186'.

(4.) a;2+ y2+ i8«-2a;t/ + 2a;z-22/2, 4iB' + 9y«+2*+12.ry-4a;»

~6y«, a:H4y»+252«-4xy-10a:2+20y2, 4(r2+16yHl-16.ry

-»-4fl;— 8y.

(5.) 4a* + 4a» + 13a« + 6a-l-9, 9a*-.24ft» + 22a«-8a-f 1,

a«-4a3-4a2-Hl6a-|-16.

(6.) 2401, 9604, 990025.

XXVI.

(1.) »»-l; a»-9; 4-flD».

(2.) 4«»--l; 25a«-4; 16a;»-a«.



a 9 years.

00.

21.) 12 Ibe.

24.) 13.

^i per cent.

>h per cei^t

(30.) 12.

(32.) 1330.

,000 men.

56 hours.

kc + 9.

.12a' + 4.

4- 12.ry— 4a;»

5^Hl-16.ry

ia«-8a + l.

(8.) a*-jc»; a«-l; a«>-aj«.

""

(4.) 9a*-46«; 16a«-4a;*; 49a«-.25a«.

(6.) 2496; 9975; 489976.

xxvn,
(1.) m»+n»; /)«-j*.

(2.) m»+l; l-.<^,

(3.) jB»+27; a»-64.

(4.) 8a»+l; 64a^-o».
*

(5.) 8a»+276«; 27a^-125jr\
(6.) a;«-l; a*+a«.

XXVDL
(1.) a:«-a;+ l; a;*-.iB«+aj»-a+L
(2.) (B«+a;+l; a5*+a;«+a?«+x+l.

(3.) flj-l ; aj«-a:!a+a;— 1.

(4.) a;+ l; ar'+a^+jc+ l.

(5.) 2a-3ft.
•

(6.) 3a:»+2a.

(7.) ia«~a5».

(8.) 4a2—6oJ+ 9&« ; a*-2a«+4.

(9.) 9a«+3a6+6«; 4a*+6a%4-9ft».

XXIX.
(1.) (-a)«, (2x)», (acy«)», (2a*6«c)«.

(2.) (2a-.l)«, (a-6+ l)2, (a:2-l)3.

(3.) { (a^y } 2, { (-2a)3 1 2, f (4,,^)» | .^
j
^g^,^.. ,

(4.) { (a^hf \ \ { (a^-l)4 I »,
I (a^^s^^2f ]

3

<6.) ( (-«)« 1 »,
{
(a^)a

I », I (4^^2)« }
«, I (x»-.a«)« | «.

XXX
(1.) «•, 8x«, «•, 8cr», 81cc«.

(2.) a

M9

a^4
iC, a^x4^8 /vB^i*a'x'y



'?> 4m^M&'

(8.) a«W, a«W, 8a<Vc».

(4.) «»»y«z*», a«6«*(J*«.

(5.) a«+2aj+l, 4xa-12aj+9, as^-iPac^+SJ?. !»V4*V+4a*

(6.) »*+4ar»+iaB«+12B+9, aj*-.6aj»+17a»-24a;+16,

XXXI.

(2.) ST^. ^"^', -y^^^ 4r(a»^3a+4>

(8.) aZ-^s^, y/1^^, \/J^l .

(4.) \/^l Vl^^-i, \/^2a^-aHi.

(6.) yi?^, Jf2^^^^, ^¥^^^a^4^.

XXXH
(Ic) 2a% 5ajy», 9«*3/*. (2.) 4aj-»rfi.

(8.) 6aj-8. (4.) I+Sjb. (6.) aj+i

(6.) oc-f. (7.) 205'-.^. (8.) 2x^Sy,

(9.) a«+2a;+l. (10.) aj^+a+l.

ai-) aj»-2By+y*. (13.) 2ar»-ar»-3aJ+2l

(18.) 1+|-^; remainder |!-|^.

(I.) 4aft^.

(5.) 7a^.
(9.) 4aJ.

(1.) x-^S.

X ,- — r

xxxin.

(2.) bah, (8.) 9a;y.

(6.) abav. (7.) 4a«6.

(10.) 5a&2. (11.) 26«.

XXXIV.

(2.) a:~l.

(4.) Siowp.

(8.) 6^^.

(12.) 4mw;.

(3.) x-a



.^A^SiT-fiiej:
<s«

+ 16,

(7.) aJ»4-iaB+25.

(10.) a;-2.

(13.) 2»+5,

, (16.) x-Sy.

(19.) «+%.

(8.) a;»-6a;+6.

(11.) x-l
(14.) a;-2.

(17.) a;+y.

(20.) a;*-y».

XXXV.

(9.) a?-9.

(12.) a^-a
(16.) a;«-2»+l.

(18.) a^+y.

(1.) aa<2aj+3).

(4.) a-l.
(2.) 2(a;+3).

(5.) SfB-a.

XXXVI.

(3.) a<a;-2).

(1.) a(aj—a).

(4.) »+l,
(2.) 2a(a;-8).

(6.) «+ 2.

XXXVII.

(a) a(x^l).

(6.) a;-a

k) 3e»r.

^) 6a;»y*.

J.) 4mw,

-a

(1.) 6a6xy. <2.) 24a2a^?/. (3.) a^V,
(4.) 24a;»6a<r». (5.) 2iO'Jbh%hW,

(6.) (a;2-7+12)(a;+ 2) = (a;2-a;-6)(aj-4).

(7.) (2a52-5a;-3)(2a;+ l)= (4x2+4(K+ l)(a;-3).

(8.) (3a;a-llaj+6)(2ic-l) = (2x='-.7«+3)(3a;-2).

(9.) (ar»- 4aa;2 + Sw^a; - 203X0^2 + 2aa; + 2a^) = (a^- 2a««
-4a»)(a;a-2aa;+«2). (10.) 24(x+ l)(a;-l)2

(11.) (x-iyix+iy. (12.) xy(x^-y^).
(la) a«J(aa-&2). (14.) 12(ar2-l)(a;2+a;+ l).

(15.) (j>'+ q')(^-q''Xp''-pq + q^).

(16.) (i>^-l)(^^+i>2^1), (17.) (6-.c)(c-a)(a-6).

(18.) 24a26V-^).

<^>
I:-

(4.)
U'^Cf

(2.)

(6.)

XXXVIII.

bx

cy
(3.)

3«

4^2

2/6

*30^ ^i'
(6.) -i^-..
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(7.) ^+2*

(la) J

(13.) 11^'.

(16.) ffi?r:l)

(1.) 1 ??.
oft

**

aft
*

(4.) f , =?.

(8.)

(11.)

(14.)

1

«—

6

__«-10

(9.)

(12.)

a^ + icy + y**

(17.) ^^L±^)

XXXIX.

a;—
5*

(18.) ?ry.

(3.)
2y2 32 4
^yz xyz xyz

'

(5.)-y-,n2«^
«»y OKKy OKCy

(6.)^),^. (7.)
_£±S_ %+l)

o _ o
(»' + l)(a^+3)'(J+l)^+8)

(9.) «(8.) 2 5-3
ic— 1 a;—

1

(io.ii^=i) ^{x^xy X

ap*-~l ar»—x-fl 3a;

a~l
a-6 *a-6'

(11.)
o'+l* ajs+l '^r

(12.) -7 --%rS %+ 2)
(a;-l)(a;-2)(a;+ 2) ' (a;-l)(a;-2)(«+ 2>

*

(13.) o—

c

— '^-1_
(a;^I)(^-2)(j^T2)'

(^-cX^-aXa-^') * (J^=^0(c^)(a-j) »

6—

g

(fe-c)(c-a)(^r^"

^(x— 6)(14.) Ma— ^') ^(e-'K)
o&c(a-5)(aJ-a)(a;-ft) * afta;(a-6)(x^"5^

(a-j')(a;—a)(x~ft)
afec(a-6)(a;-.a) (a^-fr)'



AATSWEltS.

ab

(4.) ^.
(6.)

^-^-»-6

(11.) SLt*.
a

(17.) ^-^gy

(19.)

XL.

(21.) ^—^L+*i

'

(«-a)(a:-J)(a.-c)'

\ 12a« •

(6) ^+12aa?-l :

/7\ 65—17a
^^•' ~w-

W^- (10.) jlj.

(12.)—_r2^__ HH^ 2a^
^^(iP^l)- (^^-^^i+^+r

(16.) 1 . (16.) ^±6

(18.) ^(^1+1)
,

a;*— 1 *
.,

(20.) ,
t.

(22.) 0. (2a) 0.

(1.)
8±6«

a;

(6.) %!±£r_i

(a)
^~^t^~3

(10.)
«~«'-^q^

XLI.

(a) -^\ (a)?^

(6.) 5^

(7.)^1

•oa;-t-a?

a; "*

'X

a

(9.)
1+ac

(11.) ^J*.

X'-y
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(14.) 6+2..

a

07) aB-i+i

(19.) 1+|±{.

(21.) 4-j^

(23.) 8-
a;-2

m-ki'

(1.)
4a

(4.) ^
(7.)

(9.)

It*"'

(a+ft)» *

i

(11.) 2^2+«6-f-a^.

(13.)

(15.)

(17.)

a(<j"-a6.f6»)'

a+y'

4N^W&RS,

as.) (i-i.
9?

(^«> £-1-

08.) K-^+'*»-

(20.) 5--1,.

(22.) a;-3+ 3a;-7
a;»-3'

(?4.> «^-^|f^.

(2.)1. (3.)

(5.)
a-iri^

/fix aHofe-fy

(12.) JB-fl^.

05—

y

(18.)

xLm,

(a-6)»-

(1.)
4a«6

3aj*y*

(4) 5=£.
a+a5

(7.)
a+jc

(2.)*^. .

2

(3.) \

(6)

ip~l

(8.)
(a-.6)2-

aj+ l'

' *



ANSW^^S. m
(10.)

(12.>
ogg

(1.) 10.

(i)6,

(7.) -t.
(10.) 20.

(13.)ff.

(16.) t.

(19.) a+d.

(22.)
a^h'

ai.)

aa)tt. (14.) A.

XLIV.

(2.) a (3.) 12.

(^.) 8. (6.) %
(8.) -1. (9.) -f.

(11.) ¥>. (12.) 16.

(14.) -f. (15.) 8.

a7.)
"^

.

(18.)
2.«"+f

.

(20.) a. Ws-

XLV.

(2.) 40. (8.) 855;(1.) 40.

(4.) 4 bowled, 8 run out. (5.) 9^^. (6.) £5.

(7.) £9150 (rf 3 per cents., £5820 (rf 3i per cents.

(8.) A £1260, B £1600. (9.) 100.

(10.) 7 miles an hour. (11.) 45 and 30 miles an hour.

(12.) C 42 days, B 84 days, A 168 days.

(13.) 240, 180, 144 days. (14.) 5j^ minutes past 7.

(16.) 263^ minutes past 2. (16.) 49^^ minutes pq^t 3.

(17.) 32,^ minu:bes past 8.

(19.) 30 gallons.

(21.) 70 gprains.

(23.) 3 miles an hour.

(25.) 10 yards in 200.

(27.) 1 mile; half-an-hour. (28.) 5|.

(29.) A of a mile behind.

(18.) 10 gallpps.

(20.) 112 oz.

(^2.) 2i oz.

(24.) 4i wUes.

(26.) 1430 yards.
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XLVI.
\.

i

(l.)6,-6.
1

(2.) 8, -a (3.) 9, -9.

(4.) 4 -4.
j

(5.) % -2. (6.) ^26, -V26.
i

(7.) 0,8. (8.) 0, -12. (9.) 0, 19.

1
(10.) a f (11.) 0, -^. (12.) 0, -f.

i

(13.) 8, 5. (14.) -6, 7. (16.) -1, -3.

1

(16.) 4, f.
j

(17.) h -|. (18.) -f, -J.

(19.) * -i
a c

!

(20.) 0, a.

'

i

(l.)2,4.

(4.) 2. \,

(7.) f. -f
(10.) f, |.

(18.) 2, -A.
(16.) -1, -f
(19.) 1. 2.

(21.) 6, f

.

XLVIl.

(2.) 6, -1.

(6.) 4, -2.

(8.) i, f.

(11.) 2, 4.

(14.) 14, -10.

(17.) 4, 4.

(20.) 3, -f
(22.) a, h.

(3.) 8, -7.

(6.) 4, i
(9.) 6, -4.

(12.) V, -10.

(15.) 4, -1.

(18.; 1, V.

XLVIII.

(1.) 60 ft. by 30 ft. (2.) 13 and 7.

(3.) 2 or 10. (4.) 12 and 3.

(6.) 4 or 6. (6.) 5,4,8; or -1, 0, 1.

(7.) 30 ft (8.) £20. (9.) £90 or £10.

(10.) A's rate 4 miles ; B's 2| miles an hour.

(11.) f. (12.) 10. (18 ) 87.

(14.) 2 ft. (16.) 11, (16.) 23.

(17.) 12. (18.) 56. (19.) 1296.
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(1.) 2, 8.

(4.) 6, 12.

(7.) 4, -1.

(10.) 2, 3.

(18.) 18,3.

(16.) a, ?.

XLIX.

(2.) 3, 5.

(6.) 80, 12.

(8.) 8, 6.

(11.) 9, 4.

(1^) 4, 1.

(8.) 5. 4.

(6.) 4, 8.

(9.) 2, 8.

(12.) 60, 40.

a+6 a—h
(16.)

/•\rf\ ob'-^ac oft—Jc

0—o a—

6

(1.) 2, 1, 3.

(4.) 3, 4, -a
(7.) 4, 3, 2.

(10.)
6+c—

a

(2.) 1, 8, 2.

(5.) 8, 2, 1.

(8.) 19, 7, 4.

C-4-CT— ft a-^h'-c—1—
'
—2 •

(3.) 5, 4, 3.

(6.) 4, 6, 6.

(9.) 2, 4, 7.

LI.

(1.) 72. (2.) 878 and 216.

(8.) 5 and 4. (4.) y •

(5.) 84.

(6.) A to B 87 miles, B to C 45 miles, C to A 52 miles.

(7.) 19 fiye-frano pieces, 11 two-franc pieces.

(8.) 296 for A, 1488 for B, 196 for C.

(9.) The stream 8 miles an hour; the boat 8 miles an
hour.

(10.) 148 for A, 750 for C and A, 168 for A and B.

(11.) The gold coins are half-sovereigns, the silver coins

are crowns.

(12.) A to B IH miles, B to C 7 miles, C to D 5J miles.

(18.) 24 octavos or 82 duodecimos.

(14.) A thaler = 2». lid. ; a franc = 9W. ; a florin =»

U, Hid,
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(15.) A Prussian _

191 oz. ; a kilogramme

(16.) 8i miles.

pound =16i 02.; an Austrian pound =
me ss 35^ OR

Ltt.

(1.) ^a, i^o, 4^^, ^^^ (2.)

(8)';;p=
i

1 1 1

Q? X^ ^'

^m* v^n** */"p'

(5.) x\ m\ n^,

(7.) JB^, (bI^, aj^.

(9.) am->, 8n-«. l(^-»

(1.) Baj*^; 4«*-^; 4a^,

(4.) 2y^,
6

^'

'« rf-6 „-«a~*. o(6.) a;-'

(8.) a;~«, oj"^, x~^.

aO.) 2a:-* &r-* Ta^'f

Lm.

(8.) .^
(5i.) 2aj^ 6a;« ; 3(fei

6a;^ «'

(5.)a^;2a-TV;af

(7.) 1; 1; 6; mn.

(4.) 2a; 3a-»: 30*-i.

(6.) d' a'; a

LIV.

(1.) cr; a«-. (a.) a*; a*. (8.) J.
(4) af»; «»«».

(7.) af ; a*".

(B.) Co; «•.
(6.) (fc;

(1.) a"; a»; a»

(8.) o"«; o«; a'

(5.) o; a*; a^.

»-• a

LV.

(2.) a-«

(4.) a*; a»; a*>.

(6.) a*; a^; af

-It
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